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4 Notes for VoRTCS Tutors

Notes for VoRTCS Tutors
St Vincent de Paul Society QLD’s VoRTCS program provides a quality in-home service which delivers  
English-based tutoring and community advice for refugee families to help them in their settlement journey 
and in developing their independence. By promoting learning through language in a way which helps refugees 
to function more independently, we hope they will be able to take up the educational, social and vocational 
opportunities to meet their needs.  

Volunteer tutors help family members with their English, their knowledge about how our community works, 
and developing independence in 10 key focus areas, which include: 

Education – English Communication   
Refugee families can communicate in English to fully participate in the community and experience positive 
settlement outcomes.  

Education – Digital Literacy   
Refugee families can communicate online to find information, communicate with government agencies, 
businesses and people.  

Education – Access and Attainment   
Refugee families improve their engagement in educational and vocational settings to gain skills  
and qualifications.  

Employment   
Refugee families improve their access to employment services and develop skills to overcome barriers 
to employment.  

Community Participation   
Refugee families can identify, access and participate in community services and events.  

Health and Wellbeing   
Refugee families can locate and engage in services that promote good physical, social and  
emotional wellbeing.  

Financial Wellbeing   
Refugee families have the necessary knowledge, skills and capabilities to make informed financial decisions.  

Housing   
Refugee families can contact relevant agencies and learn skills to assist them to locate, maintain and secure 
suitable housing.  

Transport   
Refugee families can find and use public transport options in their community and/or attain their 
vehicle license.  

Everyday Legal Issues   
Refugee families can locate and seek advice on everyday legal issues to assist them to make better  
informed decisions.  
 

This resource has been developed for all our volunteer tutors to make your tutoring easier. It can be used 
to support the delivery of sessions and is organised by the key focus areas above relating to settlement 
in Australia. The Student Workbook and Tutor Notes are intended to complement your existing resources 
and strategies learned and available through the VoRTCS program.
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ACTIVITY 1 Emergency signs and pictures
Pre-Beginner sign recognition. Picture/graphic could also be used as a vocabulary discussion starter  
with Beginners. 

ACTIVITY 2 Anya phones Triple Zero (000) 
Part A Beginner reading. Ensure that the learner understands the vocabulary. 

Part B  Making a 000 call – use the Anya scenario or create another relevant to the learner.  
Encourage the learner to write the responses, then practise responding to the questions.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards – emergency services, 
Triple 000 poster

 › Photos of emergency services 
personnel & vehicles attending 
emergency incidents.

 › Spoken and written vocabulary – basic  
emergency and hazard words and sign/
symbol recognition 

 • Emergency, Police, Ambulance, 
hospital, hazard, DO NOT ENTER, 
DANGER, HAZCHEM

 › Basic understanding and description of 
the role of each emergency service 

 • Police keep us safe. Help us if lost 
or in trouble.

 • Ambulance – assess level of 
emergency, transport to hospital

 • Fire and Emergency – put out fires, 
assist in dangerous situations

 › Triple 000 information

 › Extend to recognising and 
understanding road safety signs:  

 • traffic lights and pedestrian lights

 • school crossings, lollipop person 

 › Phoning own community interpreter or 
TIS (Telephone Interpreter Service)

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards – emergency situations, 
Triple 000 poster

 › Photos of emergency situations

 › Queensland Government website: 
What happens when you call Triple 
Zero (000)

 › Spoken and written vocabulary  
– Emergency services words

 • conscious/unconscious, injury,  
breathing, bleeding

 • hold the line

 • don’t hang up

 › Making a call to Triple 000

 • describing an emergency

 • responding to questions

 • giving personal details including 
spelling names and address

 › Triple 000 information

 › Understanding basic first aid 
instructions from 000 operator

 › Extend to SES State Emergency 
Service for help with a damaged 
roof, rising flood water, trees fallen on 
buildings, or storm damage

 › Extend with Activity 3

1. Emergency Services 
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1. Emergency Services

ACTIVITY 3 When to phone Triple Zero (000)
Beginner and Post-Beginner reading and activity.

A Triple Zero call should only be made for 1) house fire, 2) serious car accident and 6) medical emergency.

Learners need to be aware of the differences in urgency and in services.

If past trauma won’t cause distress, extend higher level learners by asking them to compare emergency 
services in their home country with Australia.

ACTIVITY 4 Phoning the Police
Part A Post-Beginner reading and dialogue for phoning Policelink.

Ensure that the learner knows the vocabulary for giving a basic account of an event.

Part B Extension for Intermediate learner – writing a basic account of an event. Writing is different to 
speaking, as it’s more formal and concise. It should include the following stages (steps), which can be  
in any order:

• what happened?

• when?

• who?

• where?

Use the model provided to scaffold (assist) the learner by using different coloured highlighters to identify  
the stages.

A scaffold is provided for the learner to write about a different incident.

Continued over-page 

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Queensland Government Emergency 
Services website and fact sheets

 › Vocabulary 

 • life-threatening, non-urgent

 › Describing an emergency and  
the cause

 • damaged roof, rising flood water, 
storm damage 

 › The role of each Emergency Service 
in Queensland, including SES  
(State Emergency Service) 

 › Extend activity with other  
life-threatening and  
non-urgent scenarios

 › Extend with Activity 4

 › For Intermediate speakers extend with:

 • detailed descriptions and causes

 • giving an opinion about what should 
happen

 • making comparisons with home 
country (if appropriate)
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ACTIVITY 4 (continued) 

1. Emergency Services 

ACTIVITY 5 Queensland Poisons Information Centre
Post-Beginner and Intermediate activity.

After reading, discuss the vocabulary and recommendations. Take the learner around the house to identify 
possible poisons and ensure that they are out of the reach of children.

Use an appropriate scenario to practice what you would do and say when phoning. Include some first aid 
instructions. For example, child swallowing washing up liquid.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Queensland Poisons Information 
Centre 13 11 26 website and  
fact sheets 

 • Poisons information first aid

 • multilingual information available

 › Vocabulary 

 • advice, poison, poisonous, 
venomous, cleaners, solvents, 
toddler, collapsed, fitting, 
anaphylactic reaction,

 › Describing a possible poisoning 
incident on the phone

 › Understanding basic first aid 
instructions

 › Walk around the home to identify 
hazardous substances

 › Basic identification of local poisonous 
plants, insects and reptiles

 • what to do if seen or bitten

 • difference between venomous and 
non-venomous snakes and spiders

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Policelink 131 444 website and  
fact sheets 

 • Non-Urgent Reporting and Enquiries

 • multilingual brochures available

 › Vocabulary 

 • life-threatening, non-urgent

 • Lost property (e.g. lost phone, 
wallet, jewellery etc.)

 • Wilful property damage (e.g. graffiti)

 • Break and enter

 • Stealing offences

 • Stolen vehicles

 • Noise/party complaint

 • Suspicious activity

 • Threatening behaviour

 › Describing a non-urgent Police incident 

 • verbal (Post-Beginner) and  
written (Intermediate)

 › Neighbour screaming and yelling 
scenario gives opportunity to discuss 
the laws and accepted culture of 
reporting possible abuse and domestic 
violence issues in Australia.

 › Discuss when you should phone 
Policelink or go to the nearest  
police station

 • QPS prefers initial contact via 
Policelink (but will ask person to 
come to station if language is  
an issue)

 › For Intermediate learners extend with:

 • detailed descriptions and causes

 • giving an opinion about what  
should happen

 • making comparisons with home 
country (if appropriate)

 › Intermediate learners

 • Where culturally appropriate, 
discuss the accepted mainstream 
culture and laws of reporting 
possible abuse and domestic 
violence issues in Australia.
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1. Emergency Services

ACTIVITY 6 Beach Safety
Beginner and Post-Beginner activity.

ACTIVITY 7 Sun Safety
Beginner and Post-Beginner activity.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Surf Lifesaving Queensland website 
and fact sheets 

 › Queensland Emergency Services 
website resources on beach safety

 › Free NSW AMES resource 
Beach Safety:   
www.ames.edu.au/publications/free-

teaching-resource-beach-safety/

 › Free multilingual Beach Safety 
resources: 
www.beachsafe.org.au/surf-safety/
multilingual

 › Beach safety vocabulary

 • flags, siren, bell, caution,  
between the flags

 › Understanding imperatives and  
modal verbs

 • must, must not

 • should, should not

 • may, may not

 • prohibited

 › Water safety with children

 › Swimming in public and private 
swimming pools

 › Dangers of swimming in creeks, rivers 
and dams

 › Dangers of stormwater drains.  
Free Gold Coast City Council resource

 • Stormwater drains 

 › Rock fishing dangers

 • safety fact sheets

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Queensland Cancer Council website 
and fact sheets 

 › SunSmart website and resources

 › Vocabulary 

 • protect, skin damage, skin cancer, 
sunburn, sunburnt, sun protection, 
broad spectrum sunscreen, water 
resistant, types of hats

 › Talking about outdoor activities

 • Past tense – We went to the beach/
on a picnic/to the park

 › Expressing preferences, likes/dislikes

 › Interests in free time, leisure activities, 
sports activities

Slip Slop Slap Seek Slide
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ACTIVITY 1 Lin and Than go to Southbank
Beginner reading and activities. Pictures/graphics could also be used as vocabulary discussion starters  
with Pre-Beginners. 

Part A Read the text and ask the questions

Part B Matching activity – talking about travel

Part C How do you get around?

Use the graphics in Part B to ask the learner questions e.g. How do you go to school? How do you get to work?  
Encourage both short and full sentence responses e.g. ‘I walk/drive’ or ‘I catch a bus to school’.

See Further Activities for Pre-Beginner and Post-Beginner suggestions.

2. Transport

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards or photos

 • types of transport

 • public transport signs

 • places/locations –  park, shops,  
city, beach, doctor, hospital,  
school, TAFE

 › Basic TransLink and go card 
information

 › Queensland Rail website 

 • train etiquette including Quiet 
Carriages

 › Translink website

 • Using public transport 
Concession fares

 › Public transport vocabulary

 • difference between public and 
private transport

 • bus, tram, train, ferry, CityCat, taxi, 
plane, car, ship, motorbike, bicycle 

 • sign/symbol recognition – stations & 
stops, TransLink

 • City, Southbank, local landmarks 
and facilities

 › Talking about travel – verbs

 • go to …… , go by

 • walk to ……

 • drive to ……

 • catch a bus/train/CityCat/plane

 • get a bus/train/taxi

 • get on, get into

 › Speaking extension 

 • Do you like to go to Southbank and 
the City? How do you get there? 
Where do you like to go? What do 
you do there?

 › Registering a go card online

 › Pre-Beginners:

 • Sign recognition – bus stop, railway 
station

 • go for a walk and identify local 
public transport

 • How to stop a bus and how to  
get off

 • Using/topping up a go card

 › Post-Beginners: 
Speaking

 • Talk about a recent trip by public 
transport.

 • Read and talk about public 
transport etiquette

 Writing

 • Rewrite Lin & Than’s story in past 
tense

 • Write about a recent trip by public 
transport/car

 Public transport idioms

 • the train was packed

 • squashed in like sardines

 • waited ages

 • another delay
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ACTIVITY 2 Asking for help on public transport
Beginner dialogues for asking for assistance on public transport. 

Practise asking for assistance with public transport. Reverse roles. Encourage learner to make up own 
questions. Write questions together and use them in a dialogue.

ACTIVITY 3 Phoning for a taxi
Beginner dialogue for ordering a taxi.  Read Part A and then practise using Part B as script.  
Extend learners by varying the script.

Pre-Beginners can practise giving or showing their destination address to a taxi driver.

ACTIVITY 4 Understanding and giving directions
Post-Beginner activity. 

Part A Vocabulary for giving directions

Part B Simple map and symbol reading exercise. The concept of a map may be new for some learners.  
If so, draw a simple map of the room with main features. This could then be extended to local landmarks.

Continued over-page 

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards or photos

 • types of transport

 • public transport signs

 › Vocabulary 

 • bus, tram, train, ferry, CityCat, taxi

 • platform, bus stop, bus/train station 

 › Ask for assistance

 • Excuse me, when does, where is 

 • when, where 

 › How to top up a go card

 › Extend to asking for assistance in  
other contexts

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards or photos

 • places/locations –  park, shops,  
city, beach, doctor, hospital,  
school, TAFE

 › Taxi company information

 › Uber information

 › Vocabulary 

 • cab

 • pickup, travelling to, destination,

 • ready now?

 • number of passengers?

 › Understanding and responding to taxi 
service requests

 • Pickup address

 • giving name, address, phone 
number, destination

 › Extend to ordering other goods & 
services, for example: 

 • takeaway food

 • TIS (Telephone Interpreter Service)

 › Post-Beginners

 • order a taxi online or by taxi app

 • ordering an Uber

2. Transport
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2. Transport

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards or photos

 • directions

 • places/locations –  park, shops, city, 
beach, doctor, hospital,  
school, TAFE

 › Model streetscape with vehicles & 
people e.g. Lego

 › Realia – use real objects to practice 
understanding and giving directions

 › Shopping centre maps

 › Simple maps of local area

 › adapt from Google Maps or a street 
directory

 › Vocabulary 

 • directions, left, right, turn,  
straight ahead

 • roundabout, traffic lights, 
t-intersection, corner

 • maps – north, south, east, west

 • map symbols

 › Understanding simple directions

 • straight ahead, go past, turn left/
right, take the first street on the left/
right, cross over the bridge

 • next to, around the corner from, 
over the road

 › Giving simple directions

 › Discuss how to get to local landmarks 
e.g. school, park, supermarket

 • use a printed local map to practise 
giving directions

 › Shopping centre map directions

 • How do I get to Coles from the 
entry?

 › Practice using a street directory or 
Google Maps

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Authentic train and bus timetables for 
local area

 › TransLink website

 › Vocabulary 

 • timetable, trip, late, on time,  
miss/missed

 • get on, get off, how long, what time

 › Saying digital times

 › Reading a table

 • scanning for information

 › Calculating and estimating trip times, 
time of departure from home, factoring 
in trip stages to arrive by a specific time

 › Use authentic timetable to locate the 
street names/suburb names and stops 
on the timetable relevant to the learner.

 › Extend to planning a trip that involves 
changing bus or train

 › Using the TransLink website

 › Use an authentic timetable to plan a 
trip on public transport with the learner.

ACTIVITY 5 Reading timetables
These activities involve reading and numeracy skills. Some learners may be unfamiliar with digital times and 
finding information in a table which requires scanning for information both horizontally and vertically.

Part A Catching a train to Loganlea – Beginner activity

Ensure that the learner understands the public transport vocabulary before attempting the task.

Ask: Have you used a timetable? What type of transport is this timetable for?  
Ask how often do buses come? How long will it take to get from __ to __?

Part B Post-Beginner activity. Lines are highlighted to assist with reading the timetable.

This activity gives you the opportunity to discuss Australian cultural expectations of arriving 5-10 minutes 
before a medical appointment.

Answers: a) 8:16am train   b) 8:00-8:05am  c) Trinder Park, Woodridge, Kingston  d) approx. 15 mins
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ACTIVITY 1 Mary is at Centrelink
Beginner reading. Picture/graphic could also be used as a vocabulary discussion starter with pre-beginners. 

A. Reading comprehension – complete orally and/or write the answers 

Answers:  a) at Centrelink  b) She wants to find a job and/or ask about childcare payments  c) two  d) fill in a form

B. How can I help you? Why are you here today?  

Model asking for assistance, then practise.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Department of Human Services 
information

 • DHS Centrelink benefit documents

 › Childcare receipts/invoices

 › Vocabulary – Centrelink words – 
childcare assistance, forms

 › Understanding service questions:

 • How can I help you today?

 • Why are you here today?

 › Responding to service questions for 
example:

 • I want to …… [find a job; learn more 
English; study childcare]

 • I’m looking for ……

 • Can you help me with ……
[childcare; filling in this form]

 • I need an interpreter.

 › Talking about personal details:

 • how many children do you have?

 • how old are they?

 • do they go to school?

 › Extend to asking for English classes or 
another course

 › Extend to asking about Centrelink 
issues with payments

 • asking about entitlements

 • incorrect payments

 • you have found a full-time or  
part-time job or have lost a job

3. Employment
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3. Employment

ACTIVITY 2 Where do you live? What’s your address?
Beginner activity. 

Part 1 Reading and filling in a form. Learners could initially copy details from their Centrelink card, Driver 
Licence or other model, but the aim is for the learner to complete a basic personal details form independently 
without a model or assistance.

Part 2 Practise responding to basic personal details questions, including spelling out names. Vary the way 
that you ask, so that the learner becomes familiar with question variations that may be asked.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards

 • alphabet 

 • basic words found on forms  
(First Name, Surname/Family Name, 
Address, Suburb, Signature etc.)

 • learners own name

 › A range of basic forms where layout 
varies and different words are used 
e.g. Surname instead of Family Name; 
Suburb; Home Phone/Mobile Phone.

 › Words on form in all UPPER CASE

 › Vocabulary – basic form words

 › Understanding personal details 
questions:

 • What’s your name? 

 • What’s your surname/family name?

 • First name?

 • What’s your address?

 • Where do you live? 

 • What suburb?

 • What street? Can you spell that?

 • What number?

 • What’s the postcode?

 › Spelling out personal names and  
street names

 › Giving numbers verbally – house/flat 
number and phone numbers

 › Punctuation: extend to writing in upper 
and lower case

 › Use in other contexts e.g. phoning for 
an appointment

 • phoning child’s school or work to 
report absence

 • phoning emergency services 

 › Extend with Activity 3 – more form 
vocabulary 

ACTIVITY 3 Personal details - words on forms and questions
Post-Beginner activity – extension from Activity 2.

Part A  Learners should be able to recognise these words and what they mean. 

Part B  Complete form. Have a range of forms on hand to practise recognising and completing forms. 

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards

 • advanced words found on forms 
(First Name, Surname/Family Name, 
Marital Status, Signature etc.)

 › A range of detailed forms where layout 
varies and different words are used 

 › Vocabulary – recognising and 
responding to more advanced words 
on personal details forms.

 › Understanding personal details 
questions and the difference between 
spoken questions and more formal 
written words on a form:

 • Country of Birth/Where do you 
come from?

 • Marital Status/Are you married or 
single?

 • Occupation/What’s your job?

 • Emergency Contact/Who can  
we phone? 

 › Writing in UPPER CASE (except  
email address)

 › Link to form filling for different contexts 
(see other Functional Categories)

 › Download a range of forms from the 
internet
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ACTIVITY 4 Banking words
With beginners, use graphics to introduce vocabulary – teller, ATM, 
supermarket EFT machine.  
Ask, ‘Do you go to the bank? and/or ‘Do you use this machine?’. 

Part A  Post-Beginner vocabulary activity.  Encourage learner to use a 
dictionary to look up words in their own language first.

Part B Post-Beginner activity – True/False knowledge and vocabulary. 
Gives you the opportunity to extend learner if needed.

Answers: a) False  b) True  c) True

Part C Post-Beginner/Intermediate activity. Extend with vocabulary  
and spoken dialogue for completing transactions.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Dictionary learner’s language

 › Bank statements

 › Basic financial and banking information 
websites/materials

 › Pictures – banking and point of sale 
machines in different contexts

 › Picture/layout of ATM and EFTPOS 
keyboards 

 › Vocabulary – banking words

 › Listening and speaking at the bank

 • making deposits and withdrawals

 • enquiring about accounts

 › Listening and responding to payment 
questions when shopping 

 • Cash or card?

 • Credit card?

 • Tap/swipe here

 • Enter your PIN

 • Would you like cash out?

 › Extend with reading basic information 
on personal banking security

 › Discuss the difference between a debit 
card and a credit card

 › Payment methods – online, BPAY, in 
person, direct debit

 › Extend to opinions about money e.g.

 • Money can buy everything, 
including happiness

 • Being healthy is more important 
than having a lot of money

 › Extend to common sayings about 
money in English and own language e.g.

 • Money is the root of all evil

 • Money doesn’t grow on trees

 • Time is money

ACTIVITY 5 What’s your job?  What do you do for a living?
Beginner activity – vocabulary for occupations and work status.

Extend by talking and then writing about previous work experience and future training and job goals.

Continued over-page

3. Employment
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ACTIVITY 6 Applying for a job
Post-Beginner activity – reading job advertisements and completing a job application form.

Ask the learner to choose one of the positions or find a more appropriate alternative. 

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards – occupations

 › Basic job application forms

 › Learner work roster

 › Pay slips – paper based and electronic

 › Talking about work – what do you do? 
What’s your job?

 • employed/unemployed, casual,  
self-employed, overtime, working 
hours, shift work

 › Talking about work experience and 
future job preferences

 • What are/were your work duties?

 › How long have/did you work in that 
job?

 › Writing about basic work skills on a 
form

 › Vocational work experience (via school 
or training provider)

 • What is it? How does it work? What 
are the advantages?

 › Work requests – asking for time off, 
phoning in sick

 › Understanding pay slips – paper based 
or electronic

 › Extend discussion about future job and 
training goals

 • What will you need to do to get a 
job as a ……?

 › Extend with Activity 6

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Job advertisements – paper based and 
online

 › Job application forms – on paper and 
online

 › Basic resume template 
available on: 

seek.com.au (or similar)

 › Online career advice and resources for 
example:

joboutlook.com.au

seek.com.au

 › Job search vocabulary – experience, 
qualifications, work history, resume, 
vocational work experience

 › Reading job advertisements

 › Form filling

 • education history

 • employment history

 › Online job search

 • how to access 

 • choosing key words

 › Completing an online job application 
form

 › Browse online career advice and 
resources for example:

joboutlook.com.au

seek.com.au

 › Complete a range of job application 
forms

 › Complete a basic resume

 › Extend with Activity 7

3. Employment

I’m unemployed. I’m 
looking for a casual 
job in a restaurant.

I’m a student at TAFE.  
I’m doing a childcare course.
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ACTIVITY 7 Job Interview
Post-Beginner (A and B) Intermediate (C) activities.

Part A  This activity is preparation to answer questions in an interview. Use the jobs outlined in Activity 6 or a 
more appropriate alternative for the learner. Encourage the learner to write brief responses for reference during 
spoken practice.

Part B  Spoken practice activity answering basic interview questions. You can extend by practising initial 
greetings, the interviewer/s setting the interview agenda and what to expect at the close of the interview.

Part C  Extension activity to prepare the learner for the cultural aspects of job interviews in Australia. Interview 
dress should appropriately reflect the position being filled.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Online career advice and resources for 
example:

joboutlook.com.au

seek.com.au

video interviews on YouTube

 › Job advertisements – paper based  
and online

 › Participating in a job interview

 • appropriate chatting

 • answering questions about 
experience, qualifications, work 
history

 • outlining past job duties

 • applying past experience to this job

 › Understanding and responding to 
statements about job conditions e.g.

 • part-time, full-time

 • salary 

 › Cultural aspects of job interviews in 
Australia. These will vary according to 
position

 • what to wear

 • what to say/not say

 • could be scenario based, applying 
knowledge and skills to a particular 
context

 • usually having to wait for the 
outcome

 › Understanding job conditions

 • casual, part-time, full-time,  

 • permanent, contract

 • shift work, overtime

 • payment – how often and how

 • uniforms and equipment required

 • annual and sick leave 

 › Chatting/conversations at work

 • forms of address for boss/other 
workers

 • topics of conversation at breaks

 › Extend to discussions about 
Occupational Health and Safety in 
Australian workplaces

3. Employment
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4. Financial Wellbeing

ACTIVITY 1 Mila is shopping
Pre-Beginner and Beginner activity.

ACTIVITY 2 Shopping at the Supermarket
Pre-Beginner and Beginner extension activity following Activity 1.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Junk mail shopping catalogues 
or magazines. Use to identify 
supermarket, clothing & other items 
and prices

 › Toy Australian coins and notes 

 › Bank cards

 › Flashcards

 • Australian notes & coins

 • fruits & vegetables

 • types of shops e.g. supermarket, 
butcher, greengrocer/fruit shop, deli 
(delicatessen), florist, dress shop, 
menswear, hardware etc.

 › Vocabulary – fruit and vegetables

 › How much? Very cheap/too expensive; 
compare prices cheaper/more 
expensive

 › Shopping habits: What/where do you 
buy? Do you like …… [item]?

 › Talking about likes and dislikes

 › Paying - Cash or card? Your PIN?  
Do you have FlyBuys/Rewards?  
Are you collecting ….? 

 › Do you have a bag? 

 › Online shopping practice activity  
with family

 › Recognise and say the names of fruit & 
vegetables and grocery items

 › Cost of different grocery items 

 › Different ways of paying at the 
supermarket.

 › Use of shopping bags

 › Discuss difference between food 
shopping practices in home country 
and Australia

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Junk mail shopping catalogues 
or magazines. Use to identify 
supermarket, clothing & other items 
and prices

 › Toy Australian coins and notes 

 › Bank cards

 › Flashcards

 • Australian notes & coins

 • fruits & vegetables

 • types of shops e.g. supermarket, 
butcher, greengrocer/fruit shop, deli 
(delicatessen), florist, dress shop, 
menswear, hardware etc.

 › Verbs – present tense

 • like/don’t like

 • go shopping

 › Talking about likes and dislikes

 › Paying – Cash or card? Your PIN?  
Do you have FlyBuys/Rewards?  
Are you collecting …? 

 › Do you have a bag? 

 › Action verb – go – present tense

 • go [+ing verb] go swimming,  
go fishing, running

 • go to [+ noun (place)] go to bed,  
go to school, go to work

 • go to a/the [place or event] go to a 
party, go to the park

 • go for a/on a (activity) go for a walk, 
go for a swim, go on an excursion

 › Action verb – go – past tense – went

 • Yesterday/last week/on the 
weekend I went ……

 › Practise dialogue at the supermarket 
cashier and other types of shops

 › Using a self-serve checkout
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4. Financial Wellbeing

ACTIVITY 3 Match the dollars
Pre-Beginner and Beginner activity.

Dollars and cents
Extension activity following Activity 3.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Junk mail shopping catalogues or 
magazines. Use to identify prices.

 › Tuckshop price list

 › Toy Australian coins and notes 

 › Flashcards

 • numbers – 1-30, 1-100

 • Australian notes & coins

 › Numbers 1-100

 • basic whole numbers in fives  
and tens

 › Saying and understanding basic prices

 › Play a shopping game using real 
items and play money. Tag each item 
with a price. Say the price; how much 
change? 

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Junk mail shopping catalogues or 
magazines. Use to identify prices

 › Tuckshop price list

 › Toy Australian coins and notes 

 › Flashcards

 • numbers – 1-30, 1-100

 • Australian notes & coins

 › Numbers 1-100

 › Saying and understanding prices

 › Online shopping practice activity  
with family – read out prices

 › Extend numbers to 100s/1000s

 › Extend prices to dollars & cents 
(Activity 3) $2.99, $56.50

 › How much? Very cheap/too expensive; 
compare prices cheaper/more 
expensive

 › Play a shopping game using realia  
(real items) as much as possible and 
play money. Tag each item with a price.  
Say the price; how much change? 

 › Reading and understanding basic 
receipts/tax invoices, requests for 
money from school

ACTIVITY 4 Which shop will you go to?
Beginner and Post-Beginner activity.

Answers: 1. supermarket  2. florist  3. butcher  4. post office  5. newsagent  6. bank  7. chemist   
8. hairdresser   9. fruit shop

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards

 • types of shops e.g. supermarket, 
butcher, greengrocer/fruit shop, deli 
(delicatessen), florist, dress shop, 
menswear, hardware etc.

 • Real items or pictures of food, 
clothing, medicine, tools, flowers, 
letter/stamp and other items 

 › Vocabulary different types of shops/
businesses

 › Shopping habits: Where do you buy? 
Do you go to ……?

 › Talking about likes and dislikes

 › Verb ‘buy/bought’

 › Verb ‘get’ when buying – get a haircut, 
where did you get your shoes?

 › Online shopping practice activity  
with family – identify different types of 
shops and what can be bought there

 › Play a matching game – item and shop

 › Extend to past tense 

 • Where did you buy? I bought ……

 • Where did you get your top?  
I got it at ……
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ACTIVITY 5 Tell your tutor how to cook your favourite food 
 from your country 
Beginner, Post-Beginner and Intermediate activity.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards

 • numbers – 1-30, 1-100; extend to 
100s/1000s

 • Australian notes & coins

 • fruits & vegetables; clothing

 • types of shops e.g. supermarket, 
butcher, greengrocer/fruit shop, deli 
(delicatessen), florist, dress shop, 
menswear, hardware etc.

 › Measures – simple kitchen scale, cups, 
spoons (kilos, grams, cups, teaspoon 
etc.)

 › Basic recipe (as a model)

 › Shopping receipts/tax invoices

 › Vocabulary different supermarket items

 › Making a list (ingredients)

 › Australian weights and measures

 › Giving instructions and writing a recipe 
(a procedure)

 › Recipe verbs – mix, add, stir, bake, 
simmer, fry, beat, soften, brown, cream

 › Recipe adjectives – beaten, softened

 › Procedural markers – first; then; after; 
with

 › How much? Very cheap/too expensive; 
compare prices cheaper/more 
expensive

 › Write the recipe using a basic recipe as 
a model

 › Plan a party or event – what/where to 
buy? Include a basic budget.  
Make price comparisons.

 › Healthy food choices

ACTIVITY 6 Compare the prices.  Cheaper or more expensive?
Post-Beginner and Intermediate activity.

Answers: 1) cheaper  2) more expensive  3) cheaper

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Junk mail shopping catalogues or 
magazines. 

 › Flashcards

 • fruits & vegetables; clothing

 • types of shops e.g. supermarket, 
butcher, greengrocer/fruit shop, deli 
(delicatessen), florist, dress shop, 
menswear, hardware etc.

 › Shopping receipts/tax invoices

 › Vocabulary different consumer items

 › Making a comparison

 › How much? Very cheap/too expensive; 
compare prices cheaper/more 
expensive

 › Extend to making other comparisons 
e.g. compare life in Australia/home 
country; weather; age; height etc.

 › Healthy food choices

4. Financial Wellbeing
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ACTIVITY 8 Consumer Rights
Intermediate activity – prepare first with a very basic consumer rights article or look at actual receipts etc. 
Ensure that learner understands vocabulary before completing activities. 

Part A Answers: 1. e)  2. f)  3. c)  4. a)  5. b)  6. d)

Part B Answers: a) True  b) False

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Realia – perishable items with  
use-by dates

 › Shopping receipts/tax invoices

 › Consumer article e.g. downloaded from 
Queensland Government Consumer 
Rights website or Choice

 › Basic consumer article e.g. one written 
for school children

 › Appliance manual – e.g. stove, 
microwave

 › Vocabulary of consumer rights, 
receipts, invoices

 › Discussing dates, costs and rights

 • returning a faulty item

 • asking for a refund

 › Reading and understanding a shopping 
tax invoice

 › Extend to other consumer goods.

 › Explore Queensland Government 
Consumer Rights website

 › Watch a short consumer rights video  
e.g. ACCC or The Checkout

 › Look up Choice website and explore 
free content

 • read an article and discuss

 › Discuss differences in consumer rights 
– home country and Australia

 › Extend to Afterpay, EziPay, 
Rainchecks, Layby.

ACTIVITY 7 Shopping in different countries
Beginner and Post-Beginner activity.

Answers: 1) one or two times a week  2) every day

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Junk mail shopping catalogues or 
magazines. 

 › Shopping receipts/tax invoices

 › Vocabulary 

 • shopping around, fresh, pay by 
card/cash, cash out, 

 › Making a comparison

 • Very cheap/too expensive; compare 
prices cheaper/more expensive

 • fresher

 › Expressing frequency

 • every day/week, times per week

 › Extend to making other comparisons 

 › Casual conversation topics

 › Healthy food choices

4. Financial Wellbeing
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ACTIVITY 2 Reading electricity, gas, water and telephone bills 
Extension following Activity 1.

Part B Answers:  1. b)  2. a)  3. d)  4. c)

Part C Answers:  1. b)  2. d)  3. e)  4. c)  5. a)

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Family tax invoices/bills from utilities  
– power, gas, water, telephone

 › Calendar

 › Reading utility tax invoice/bills

 • identify type of tax invoice  
– who is it from/what for?

 › Vocabulary

 • due date

 • amount due

 • how to pay (basic level)

 › Expressing/giving dates

 › Saying costs 

 • up to $100s and $1000s

 • dollars and cents

 › Talking about bill payments

 › Extend ‘How to pay’ (C)

 • meaning of different options

 • how to pay this way

 › Extend to:

 • invoice number

 • checking charges during time 
period, compare with previous 
period (higher level (D)) 

 › Language of paying bills – in person, 
BPAY, credit card, by phone

 › Discuss bill paying preferences

 • pros and cons

ACTIVITY 1 What kind of bill is this?
Beginner activity.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Family tax invoices/bills from utilities  
– power, gas, water, telephone, 

 › Reading utility tax invoice/bills

 • identify type of tax invoice  
– who is it from/what for?

 › Basic reading vocabulary

 › Follow on with Activity 2

 • due date

 • amount due

 • how to pay

 › Identify other types of tax invoices/bills

5. Housing
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5. Housing

ACTIVITY 3 Ahmed lives in Brisbane
Introductory beginner activity: You ask the questions (oral responses) and/or ask the learner to write  
the answers. 

Answers: a) in Brisbane  b) his wife and three children  c) 3  d) No – they walk a long way to the shops and 
transport  e) close to the school and public transport

ACTIVITY 4 My home
Discuss vocabulary for housing accommodation types.

Use the questions to discuss the learner’s home. If appropriate, encourage the learner to write the answer. 

The learner can be extended by using the questions and answers as a model for discussion and/or for writing 
sentences.

For example:  I live in a townhouse. It has 2 bedrooms and one bathroom. It has a garage and small yard.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards – bedrooms, types of 
housing

 › Real estate brochures, local 
newspaper, online real estate sites

 • types of housing

 • location 

 › Vocabulary – describing home, 
bedrooms, rental language

 › Talking about current address -  
What’s your address?  
How can I get there?

 › Ask each other the questions

 • Where do YOU live?

 • Who do YOU live with?

 • How many bedrooms in your 
house?

 • Are YOU happy in your house?  
Why/why not?

 • Where do YOU want to live?

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards – rooms, types of housing

 › Real estate brochures, local 
newspaper, online real estate sites

 • types of housing, floor plans

 • location – nearby facilities

 › Types of accommodation – house, unit, 
flat, apartment, high-rise, block of flats, 
townhouse, floor plan

 › Descriptions – home and location

 › Talking about current address –  
What’s your address? Suburb?  
How do I get there?

 › If appropriate, compare home in home 
country to current home.

ACTIVITY 5 Which room?
Vocabulary extension exercises – walk around the learner’s home, identifying the rooms and items.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards – rooms, household items

 › Basic floor plans

 › Vocabulary in the home – rooms, 
appliances, furniture

 › Verbs – daily activities e.g.

 • I/we cook; wash; eat; shower

 • he/she cooks; washes, eats, 
showers

 › Identify other items

 • include floor coverings  –  
e.g. carpet, tiles, wooden floor

 › Extend daily activities e.g. go to work/
school; go shopping; brush teeth etc.

 › Extend daily activity verbs to past 
tense e.g. Yesterday I ……

 • cooked; washed; ate; had a shower; 
watched TV etc.
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5. Housing

ACTIVITY 6 Finding a new home 
Post-Beginner activities. 

A) Reading exercise 

B) Speaking/listening extension. Use the third listing (Smith Street, Chermside).

• Conversation 1 Discuss phoning to arrange an inspection and the staging (steps) in the phone call 

• Complete Conversation 2

• Practise the stages

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Real estate brochures, local 
newspaper, online real estate sites

 • types of housing, floor plans

 • location 

 › Vocabulary of renting:

 • address, suburb

 • Identifying common symbols 

 • Link car symbol to garage/parking

 • Rent per week

 • Open for inspection

 › Stages (steps) in making a phone call 
to enquire about accommodation

 › Looking at real estate brochures or 
online rental sites 

 • Is it near schools and public 
transport? 

 • how many bedrooms and 
bathrooms?

 • how much is the rent?

 › Extended language of renting  
– tenant, lessor, agent, bond, tenancy 
application form, rental agreement, 
$ per week, room rental, built-in 
wardrobes, smoke alarms

 › Extend to making other phone calls for 
other goods and services using pattern 
of stages e.g.

 • phoning the school

 • phoning for an appointment

5. Housing

ACTIVITY 7 Rental words
Higher level vocabulary and information activities.

Part A Vocabulary and understanding of concepts

Answers: 1. c)  2. a)  3. e)  4. b)  5. d)

Part B Information followed by activity to ensure understanding

Answers:  1. Landlord  2. Landlord  3. You  4. Landlord  5. Landlord  6. Landlord

Part C Extension activity – making a complaint by phone or in person.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Rental documents/receipts

 › Tenants Queensland information fact 
sheets

 › Queensland Statewide Tenant Advice 
and Referral Service (QSTARS) 
information fact sheets

 › Language of renting – tenant, lessor, 
agent, bond, tenancy application form, 
rental agreement, $ per week, built-in 
wardrobes, smoke alarms, looking for 
accommodation

 › Reporting repair issues to the landlord 
– problems with security, stove, 
plumbing, doors, windows

 › Extend to phone calls to follow up/get 
action after reporting a fault

 › Fill in a Queensland Tenancy 
application form
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6. Health and Wellbeing

ACTIVITY 1 Parts of the body
Beginner and Post-Beginner vocabulary for body parts.

Ask the learner to look up and write the word in their language before labelling the body parts.

If the learner asks and it is culturally appropriate, discuss other parts that are not in the pictures. 

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards 

 • body parts

 › Download basic body outlines to label

 › Body part game matching picture and 
words

 › Games/songs for Pre-beginners

 • Heads, shoulders, knees & toes/
eyes, ears mouth & nose  

 • Simon says touch your ……

 › Vocabulary – body parts

 › head, ear/ears, nose, eye/eyes, mouth, 
arm/arms, hand/hands, leg/legs, foot/
feet, toe/toes, back, neck, stomach, 
tooth/teeth, knee/knees, shoulder 

 › Post-Beginner vocabulary 
throat, lung/lungs, heart, stomach,  
liver, kidney, bladder

 › Talking about body parts:

 • My ……

 › Name and label other parts 

 • fingers/fingernails, toes/toenails, 
eyebrows, eyelid/eyelashes etc.

ACTIVITY 2 Staying healthy?
Beginner and Post-Beginner vocabulary and reading.

Assist learners to understand the link between diet, exercise and good health. Extend to food groups and 
healthy eating pyramid.

Part B Answers: 1. Stay  2. Exercise  3. Don’t drink  4. Don’t  5. Eat  6. Get

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards & pictures

 • foods

 • different types of exercise

 › Supermarket catalogues 

 • fresh & processed food

 • junk foods 

 › Fast food menus

 › Websites & brochures

 • Healthier Queensland

 • Queensland Health

 • Eat for Health (Australian Dietary 
Guidelines)

 • Immunisation Guidelines

 › Vocabulary

 • healthy, diet, junk food, sweets, 
body weight, alcoholic/non-
alcoholic, soft drink, regular 
exercise, keep active, vaccine, 
immunisation/immunised

 › Advanced vocabulary

 • fats/fatty, sugar/sugary, 
carbohydrates, proteins, dairy 
foods, nuts, balanced diet, 
processed/unprocessed foods

 › Imperatives (giving advice – verb first)

 • Don’t ……

 • Stay ……

 • Exercise ……

 › Talking about diet, exercise

 • describing foods

 • recipes

 › Plan and cook healthy meals for  
the family

 › Plan healthy school lunches  
and snacks

 › Compare foods

 • healthy or junk food?

 › Discuss the Australian Dietary 
guidelines

 › Discuss immunisation guidelines  
in Australia

 › If appropriate ask learner to compare 
diets and health habits in home country 
and Australia
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6. Health and Wellbeing

ACTIVITY 3 Arriving at the doctor’s
Beginner reading and dialogue for arriving at medical appointment and giving personal details.

Read and then role play using the learner’s details. Ask learner to spell out their name.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Picture of doctor’s surgery  › Vocabulary

 • receptionist, reception, 
appointment, Medicare card, Health 
Care card

 › Arriving for a medical appointment 

 • I have an appointment.

 › Giving basic personal details  
– spelling names

 › Role play arriving at other 
appointments

 • dentist, hospital

 • hairdresser 

 › Extend with Activity 5 making an 
appointment by phone.

ACTIVITY 4 Listening to the doctor
Pre-Beginner and Beginner vocabulary for following medical instructions.

Act out each instruction.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards

 • instructions

 › Game matching picture and 
instructions

 › Vocabulary

 • breathe in, breathe out, lie down, 
look up, look down, poke out your 
tongue, sit down, take off your shirt, 
lift up your shirt, roll up your sleeve

 › Understanding medical instructions

 › Role play doctor’s instructions 

 › Ask: What’s the matter? Learner: I have 
a …… (cough, fever etc.). 

 › Give an appropriate instruction (e.g. 
breathe in, breathe out). 

 › Reverse roles. 
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6. Health and Wellbeing

ACTIVITY 5 Talking about symptoms
Beginner and Post-Beginner vocabulary for symptoms and describing symptoms.

Ask the learner to look up and write the symptoms and injuries in their language before completing  
the activities.

Part A Ask have you ever had ……?

Part B Model the activity by making sentences from the words in the boxes. Learner repeats sentences then 
makes their own. Learner could also write some sentences and read.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards

 • body parts

 • symptoms

 › Symptom game matching picture  
and words

 › Vocabulary

 • symptom, headache, toothache, 
stomachache, backache, earache, 
injury, sore, pain, cut, broken, 
dizzy, swollen, runny, blocked, 
temperature, rash, itchy, vomiting, 
cough, tired, tense, anxious, 
nauseous, diarrhoea, food 
poisoning, sinus infection

 › Talking about symptoms:

 • I’ve got ……

 • I feel ……

 • I’ve been ……

 › Answering questions:

 • Have you had any of these 
symptoms? 

 • Have you ever had a ……

 › Practise talking about others – He/she 
has a ……

 • He’s/she’s got

 • He/she feels

 • He’s/she’s been

 › Extend to doctor questions:

 • When did this start? 

 • How long has this been happening?

 • Have you had ……?

 › Discuss situations where you would go 
to Emergency rather than to a GP.

 ›  For example:

 • a very bad cut

 • a bad fall resulting in injury to leg/
foot or arm

 • a substantial bump to the head

 › See Emergency Services – Staying safe

ACTIVITY 6 Making an appointment by phone  
Part A Beginner and Post-Beginner reading and dialogue for making a medical appointment by phone.

Read and then role play using the learner’s details. Ask learner to spell out their names.

Part B  Post-Beginner prompts of negotiating an appointment.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Two phones for role play

 › Local doctor information

 › Vocabulary

 • receptionist, emergency, 
appointment, days, dates and 
times, booked out

 › Requesting an appointment by phone

 • I’d like to make an appointment.

 › Negotiating days/times and other 
variables.

 › Giving personal details

 • spelling names

 › Role play making other appointments 
by phone

 • dentist

 • hairdresser 

 › Cut dialogue into strips and ask learner 
to re-order. 

 › Role play with different variables

 • chosen doctor availability

 • days and times
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6. Health and Wellbeing

ACTIVITY 7 Medicines from the chemist  
Part A Pre-Beginner and Beginner vocabulary for pharmacy goods.  Ask the learner is they have any of 
these. If appropriate, ask what they are for. 

Part B Beginner and Post-Beginner – vocabulary for reading and understanding prescription medicine 
instructions. Extend to reading prescription medicines in the learner’s home.

Learner reads the medicine labels and circles or highlights the action verbs.

Answers:  a) 1  b) 2/twice  c) Morning & night  d) until finished  e) 1  f) 1/once  g) with evening meal/dinner   
h) 10mls  i) 1/once  j) when/before going to bed

Part C Post-Beginner and Intermediate – vocabulary for reading and understanding prescription medicine 
labels.

Answers: 1. c)  2. e)  3. a)  4. f)  5. b)  6. d) 

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards

 • types of pharmaceutical goods

 › Authentic prescription, containers or 
boxes of prescription medicines 

 › Over the counter medicine packets 
such as Panadol or cold and flu tablet 
packets.

 › Vocabulary 

 • chemist, pharmacy, prescription, 
eye drops, cream, ointment, syrup, 
inhaler, tablets, soluble tablets, 
capsules, spray

 › Advanced vocabulary

 • medicine, medication, over the 
counter, capsules, label, antiseptic 
cream, indigestion, heartburn, pain 
relief, headache, dosage, caution, 
exceed, disperse, fever, influenza, 
chew, refer, dilute, gargle, inhale, 
apply, on an empty stomach, with 
food, not recommended.

 › Action verbs of instruction

 • take, chew, refer, dilute, gargle, 
keep out, use, inhale, clean, 
apply, do not use, consult a health 
professional/your doctor

 › Numeracy associated with dosage

 • amount

 • number of times

 • time of day

 • …… mins/hour before or after food

 › Safety with pharmaceuticals

 • keeping out of reach of children

 • not taking medication prescribed for 
another person

 › What to do in an emergency – 
overdose, child poisoning,  
allergic reaction

 • see Functional Category 1: 
Emergency Services – Staying Safe
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6. Health and Wellbeing

ACTIVITY 8 Medication safety  
Part A Post-Beginner and Intermediate – reading and vocabulary about prescription and over the counter 
medications.

Take some prescription and over the counter medications with you or ask the family to show you their 
medications. Point out the differences in labelling i.e. prescription medications should have a pharmacy label 
affixed with the name of the person the medication is for and the date it was dispensed. 

Answers: 1. b)  2. c)  3. d)  4. a)

Part B Post-Beginner and Intermediate – complex reading and numeracy exercise for use of an over the 
counter medication. If possible, use a real paracetamol box.

Answers: a) headache, pain, fevers  b) No  c) Adults and children over 7 years  d) Children under 7 years   
e) 1-2 tablets every 4-6 hours  f) Don’t take more than 8 tablets in 24 hours/a day.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Authentic prescription, containers or 
boxes of prescription medicines 

 › Over the counter medicine packets 
such as Panadol or cold and flu tablet 
packets.

 › Australian Government Health Topics

 • Medicines

 › Poisons Information Centre

 › Consumer Medicines Information (CMI) 

 › Vocabulary 

 • chemist, pharmacy, prescription, 
eye drops, cream, ointment, syrup, 
inhaler, tablets, soluble tablets, 
capsules, spray

 › Advanced vocabulary

 • medicine, medication, over the 
counter, capsules, label, antiseptic 
cream, indigestion, heartburn, pain 
relief, headache, dosage, caution, 
exceed, disperse, fever, influenza, 
chew, refer, dilute, gargle, inhale, 
apply, on an empty stomach, with 
food,  not recommended, fungal 
infection, maximum

 › Numeracy associated with dosage

 • amount

 • number of times

 • time of day

 • maximum dose in 24 hours

 › Safety with pharmaceuticals

 • keeping out of reach of children

 • not taking medication prescribed for 
another person

 › What do in an emergency – overdose, 
child poisoning, allergic reaction

 • see Functional Category 1: 
Emergency Services – Staying Safe
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7. Everyday Legal

ACTIVITY 1 Police in Australia  
Pre-Beginner to Post-Beginner activities.

The aim of this activity is for learners to receive information and reassurance about the role of the police in 
the Australian community. You should proceed with caution, as making comparisons might raise past trauma 
experiences for refugees and asylum seekers.

Part A Use the pictures of police officers to prompt introductory vocabulary and simple comparisons with the 
learner’s home country. 

Part B Learner reads the statements and circles Yes/No for their country and for Australia. Use the 
statements to discuss and provide information if the learner is unsure.

Extend Post-Beginners by asking them to write sentences about the police in Australia.

For example, ‘You can’t pay the police in Australia.’ 

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Photos of Queensland police officers, 
vehicles and signage

 • include officers from diverse 
backgrounds

 › Queensland Police Cultural 
Engagement Unit website

 › Queensland Police website:  
multilingual information sheets

 › Policelink 131 444

 › Vocabulary 

 • Police, police officer, police car, 
friendly, helpful, trust, scared, 
accident, robbery, emergency,  
safe, lost, in trouble, road rules, 
road safety, traffic, fine,  
arrest/arrested, jail

 • Advanced – bribery/bribe, 
corruption/corrupt

 › Understanding and description of the 
role of the police

 • Police keep us safe. Help us if lost 
or in trouble

 • Police corruption is illegal in 
Australia (advanced)

 › Making basic comparisons:  
In my country …… but in Australia ……

 • Can/can’t …… in Australia 

 • Phone/call the police if ……

 › Do/don’t …… in Australia.

 › Pre-Beginners & Beginners:

 • visit local police station

 • Practise asking for an interpreter

 › Post-Beginner

 • Using statements in activity, write 
sentences about the police in 
Australia

 › Discuss when you should go to a 
Police station and when you should 
call Policelink. In most cases the 
first option is Policelink, unless the 
learner has a low level of English and 
cannot make a call. (see Category 1 
Emergency Services)
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7. Everyday Legal

ACTIVITY 2 Basic road safety  
Pre-Beginner and Beginner activity.

Use the pictures to introduce vocabulary and as discussion starters. 

Focus on imperative MUST. This is the law to keep everyone safe. Police can stop you and give you a fine if 
you don’t do this.

ACTIVITY 3 Basic driving rules  
Pre-Beginner to Post-Beginner activities.

Part A Pre-Beginner and Beginner and discussion starter for Post-Beginner

Use the pictures and statements to introduce vocabulary and as discussion starters. 

Focus on imperative MUST. This is the law to keep everyone safe. People can be hurt if you don’t follow this 
rule. Police can stop you and give you a fine if you don’t do this.  

Part B Extension for Post-Beginner and higher

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards and images

 • traffic signs and lights, pedestrian 
crossings and lights

 • school crossings, lollipop person

 › Vocabulary 

 • traffic light, green, red, go, stop, 
green man, red man, walk, don’t 
walk, road rules, road safety,  
traffic, school crossing, lollipop 
person, flag, whistle, fine

 › Imperatives

 • You MUST/must not, you can/can’t, 
do/don’t)

 › Talking about road safety

 • Green means go. Red means stop

 • Can we cross now?

 › Go for a walk to look for local signs

 • play road safety game

 › Practise imperatives in other contexts 
e.g. You must pay your train or bus fare

 › Post-Beginner

 • Discuss implications if you don’t 
obey these rules.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards and images

 • traffic signs and lights, pedestrian 
crossings and lights

 • basic road safety images

 › Queensland Transport website 

 • Road rules

 • Road rules for everyday driving

 › Queensland Police website

 › Vocabulary 

 • mobile phone, speed limit, seat 
belt, child restraint, driver’s licence, 
parking signs 

 › Imperatives

 • You MUST/must not, you can/can’t, 
do/don’t)

 › Talking about driving

 • What’s happening in this photo?

 › Making comparisons

 • Is this the same in your country?

 › Practise imperatives in other legal 
contexts e.g. You must pay your train 
or bus fare

 › Post-Beginner

 • Discuss implications if you don’t 
obey these rules.
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7. Everyday Legal

ACTIVITY 4 Rules and fines  
Beginner to Post-Beginner reading activities.

Learners read and match the sign to the description. Extend learners by discussing the rules.

ACTIVITY 5 Learning to drive  
Post-Beginner to Intermediate reading activity.

Extend learners by discussing the requirements and their own experiences, if appropriate.

Learners need to be aware that in Australia, they cannot drive without a valid licence and cannot drive alone 
with a learner’s permit.

Answers: 1. licence  2. alone  3. logbook  4. L plates

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards and images

 • road signs 

 • parking and other signs

 › Queensland Transport website 

 • Road rules

 • Signs

 • Road rules for everyday driving

 › Queensland Police website

 › Legal Aid Queensland website

 › Refugee and Immigration Legal Service 
(RAILS) website

 › Vocabulary 

 • speed limit, traffic signs, parking 
signs, obey, instructions, give way, 
U-turn, indicate, permitted, at any 
time, risk, get a fine

 • Time – between am/pm, days

 • difference between ‘Stop’ 
‘Standing’ and ‘Park’ in  
parking context

 › Imperatives

 • You MUST/must not, you can/can’t, 
do/don’t)

 › Talking about driving rules and fines

 › Extend to other signs

 › Discuss implications if you don’t obey 
these rules. 

 › Practise imperatives in other legal 
contexts e.g. You must pay your train  
or bus fare

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Queensland Transport website 

 • Getting a licence

 • download Your keys to driving in 
Queensland

 • Road rules

 › Legal Aid Queensland website

 • Young driver laws

 › Learning to drive and road rules games

 › RACQ website

 • RACQ Free2Go learners test

 › Vocabulary 

 • driver’s licence, learner licence, 
open licence, provisional licence, 
take you to court, fine, supervisor, 
display, L plates, logbook, in the 
dry, in the wet, during peak hour, at 
dusk and at night.

 › Imperatives

 • You MUST/must not, you can/can’t, 
do/don’t)

 › Talking about driving

 › Discuss implications if you don’t obey 
these rules.

 › Help the learner to get a Learner’s 
Licence

 › Department of Transport and  
Main Roads

 • download and work through  
Your keys to driving in Queensland

 • do the online practice test

 • book a test online
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7. Everyday Legal

ACTIVITY 6 Car accidents  
Beginner to Intermediate reading activity.

Extend learners by discussing the requirements and their own experiences, if appropriate. Ensure that the 
learner understands that driving away or failing to stop is an offence.

Answers: 1. True  2. True  3. False  4. True  5. True

ACTIVITY 7 Your rights and safety  
Post-Beginner to Intermediate activity.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Policelink 131 444

 › RACQ website

 › Legal Aid Queensland website

 › Refugee and Immigration Legal Service 
(RAILS) website

 › Vocabulary 

 • traffic accident, damage, repair, 
involve/involved, make/model, 
number plate, registration/
rego, report/reported, third 
party insurance, comprehensive 
insurance 

 › Imperatives

 • You must/must not, you can/can’t, 
do/don’t)

 › Conditionals

 •  If ……, [then] ……

 • e.g. If the other driver doesn’t stop, 
write down ……

 › Discuss implications of not stopping  
– it’s an offence.

 › Discuss the different types of vehicle 
insurance available and the potential 
cost of repairs if you are at fault.

 › discuss what you should do if the other 
driver is aggressive and abusive.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Legal Aid Queensland website

 › Refugee and Immigration Legal Service 
(RAILS) website

 › Refugee Civil Law Clinic  
(RCLC) website 

 › Immigrant Women’s Support  
Service website

 › Queensland Police Cultural 
Engagement Unit website

 › Queensland Police website:  
multilingual information sheets

 › Policelink 131 444

 › Legal rights vocabulary related to

 • Personal rights and safety

 • Relationships and children

 • Cars and driving

 • Criminal justice

 • Work and money

 • Neighbourhood and property

 › Phone/call the police if ……

 › Do/don’t …… in Australia.

 › Intermediate 

 › Download QPS Safer Living brochures 
to read and discuss
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8. Community Participation

ACTIVITY 1 Reading and who helps you?  
Beginner, Post-Beginner and Intermediate activities.

Part A Picture/graphic could also be used as a vocabulary discussion starter with Pre-Beginners.  
Reading – responses to questions could be spoken or written. Encourage learner to talk about their own family 
and settlement experience. Extend learners by asking them to write their own settlement story using Ari and 
Sara’s story as a model.

Part B This discussion activity is to make learners aware of who provides the community services they use. 
The TIS (Translating and Interpreting Service) is completed as an example. Post-Beginner and Intermediate 
learners could write notes or sentences on the services provided.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards - signs or logos of different 
services, photos

 › TIS National (Translating & Interpreting 
Service) website

 › Government and community 
organisation websites

 › Vocabulary 

 • arrive/arrived, settle/settled, help/
helped, local community

 • free health care

 • Centrelink, Multicultural Australia, 
ACCESS Community Services 
Limited, Family, Friends, Church, 
Mosque, TIS National (Translating 
& Interpreting Service), Vinnies 
QLD VoRTCS, school, local 
Community Centre, doctor, 
hospital 

 › Talking and writing about their own 
experiences 

 › Basic understanding and description of 
the role of community services that are 
relevant to the learner and their family.

 › Intermediate learners 
Extend by talking about how these 
services are funded.
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8. Community Participation

ACTIVITY 2 Asking for help 
Beginner and Post-Beginner oral communication activity.

Use the reading to set the scene. 

The structured dialogue box provides different ways of asking for help at Centrelink. Practise how Sara would 
ask for help in her scenario, then practise the various ways of asking that are relevant to the learner. Add more 
to the box.

Questions 1-3 are provided as a practice guide. Encourage learners to ask questions that are relevant to  
their situation.

Extend the dialogue for more advanced learners. For example, ‘What kind of job/course are you looking for?’, 
‘How many pre-school aged children do you have?’.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards -

 • copy then cut the dialogue box up 
to match I want/I want to/can I to 
the appropriate endings

 › Vocabulary 

 • childcare assistance, interpreter, 
does not/doesn’t

 › Initiating a service request and asking 
for assistance 
Statements - I want/I want to 
Requests - Can I?

 › Politeness strategies when making 
requests

 • using please

 › Beginner and Post-Beginner

 • practice making requests, asking for 
information in other service contexts 
e.g. shopping

 › Post-Beginner & Intermediate 
learners 

 • practice full dialogue

 • Watch ABC Learn English  
Life Chat with Learn English:  
Enquiring about study options

 › Intermediate learners 
Extend by talking about the difference 
between can I, could you and would 
you mind (degrees of politeness)
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8. Community Participation

ACTIVITY 3 At the council library 
Beginner and Post-Beginner activities.

Part A Picture/graphic could also be used as a vocabulary discussion starter with Pre-Beginners.  
Reading – responses to questions could be spoken or written

Answers: 1. Ari uses internet or computer, borrows books  2. No, it’s free

Part B Post-Beginner reading. Question 6 is a matching exercise.

Answers: 1. Monday & Wednesday  2. YES  3. Advanced class  4. Library members  5. NO   
6. 1) - B  2) - C  3) - A

ACTIVITY 4 Community information 
Intermediate activity.

Learners need to use a phone book or the internet to find an appropriate service.

Select services that are relevant to the learner and their family.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Local library information

 › Community information flyers from the 
library

 › Vocabulary 

 • City Council, internet, computer, 
borrow, improve, range of classes, 
suit your skills and needs, front 
desk, booking, essential

 › Reading an information text 

 › Extend with other community 
information flyers e.g. school 
newsletter

 › Watch ABC Learn English  
Life Chat with Learn English:  
Going to the local library

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Local phone book including business 
pages

 › Internet browser e.g. Google

 › Online White and Yellow pages 

 › Free translating service –  
Dept of Home Affairs website

 › Justice of the Peace information  
Queensland Department of Justice 
website

 › Vocabulary

 • multicultural activities, JP, witness

 › Asking others for advice

 • Do you know a good ……?

 • Do you know where I can find/get/
have ……?

 › Searching skills using phone directory 
and internet

 • key word or business search

 › Extend to community services relevant 
to the learner
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9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment

ACTIVITY 1 Education in Australia 
Pre-Beginner and Beginner vocabulary and discussion starter. Ask where different family members go to school.

Make adjustments for primary and high school aged learners.

What was school like in your country? Vocabulary and discussion for Beginners and Post-Beginners.  
Discuss questions relevant to the learner.

ACTIVITY 2 Classroom items 
Pre-Beginner and Beginner vocabulary. Use real objects as much as possible. 

Reinforce by asking learner to point to a specific item. Encourage learner to say full sentence.

Create flashcards and ask the learner to match the word and object or picture.  
Encourage sounding out of unfamiliar words.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Photos of schools, children of  
different ages

 › Vocabulary 

 • kindergarten, childcare, family 
day care, preschool, primary, 
secondary/high school, college, 
TAFE, university, higher level

 • class/year, subject, uniform, 
homework

 › Pre-beginner & Beginner 
Basic understanding and description of 
different education sectors

 • This is a primary/high school.

 • I go to primary/high school.

 • My sister goes to ……

 • Where do you go to school?

 › Talking about school

 • describing school routine

 • making basic comparisons 

 › Post-Beginner and Intermediate

 • make detailed comparisons 
between school in home country 
and Australia

 • discuss discipline, exams,  
size of classes

 › Parents and older learners may talk 
about what they perceive as ‘more 
freedom’ and ‘more fun’ in schools in 
Australia. This can lead to a discussion 
at a basic level about educational style 
and the value of interactive learning as 
opposed to rote learning.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Realia – classroom objects

 › Flashcards

 • classroom objects

 • classroom words

 › Vocabulary 

 • ruler, folder, exercise book, pencil, 
pencil sharpener, pen, paper, 
rubber, scissors, school bag 

 › Pre-beginner & Beginner 
Identification of basic classroom items

 • This is a …… (pencil, rubber)

 › Respond to teacher questions

 • Do you have a ……?

 • Where is your ……?

 › Respond to questions

 • Does your sister have a ……?

 • Yes she does/No she doesn’t.

 › Extend to other school item vocabulary 
appropriate to the learner

 • lunch box, text book etc.

 › Introduce numbers up to 10

 • 2 books, 3 pencils
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9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment

ACTIVITY 3 What’s your name? Where do you live? 
Pre-Beginner and Beginner activity.

This activity has three integrated foci:

• The ability to answer these questions orally, which is essential for learner safety.

• Reading basic sight words

• Writing basic personal details 

Begin with spoken responses to your questions. Encourage learner to say full sentence.

Words used are basic sight words. Create flashcards to practice word recognition. Encourage sounding out of 
unfamiliar words.

Create flashcards with the learner’s name and address. If necessary, the learner can copy their name and 
address but should work towards writing their address independently (depending on their age). 

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards

 • learner name

 • learner address

 • sight words

 › Centrelink card has address details

 › Vocabulary/sight words 

 • what’s, where, live, name, my, is, I, 
I’m, years old, come from, address, 
first name, surname/family name, 
full name

 › Pre-beginner & Beginner 
oral responses to basic questions 

 • My name is ……

 • I’m …… years old.

 • I live in …… (suburb)

 • My address is ……

 › Read basic sight words

 › Write personal information

 • full name

 • address

 › Extend to other questions

 • Where do you come from? (country)

 • Do you like Australia?

 • Can you spell that?

 › Mix up flashcards then ask learner to 
place sight words in order to create the 
questions or their address.
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9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment

ACTIVITY 4 Family 
Pre-Beginner and Beginner activities. Also suitable for older learners who are new to reading and writing in 
English alphabet.

Part A Before reading the story, look at the picture and ask, ‘What/who is this?’ ‘What are they doing?’

Point to the words in the story and Part B below and if appropriate, ask the learner to write the word in their 
own language. Extra lines are provided for other words that might come up.

Then read the story.

Part B Ask the learner to read and copy the words. Point out relationships between letters and sounds. 
‘Daughter’ is an exception and needs to be learned as a sight word.

Part C Beginner activity. Read the model story, then ask the learner to complete the sentences.

Ask higher level learners to write more about their families.

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Family photo

 › Flashcards

 • family words

 • sight words

 › Medicare card lists names of family 
members

 › Vocabulary/sight words 

 • family, mother, father, son, daughter, 
grandmother, grandfather, boy, girl, 
sister, brother, cousin, uncle, aunt, 
child, husband, wife

 › Pre-beginner & Beginner 
oral responses to basic questions 

 • Who is this?

 • How old is he/she?

 • Do you have any (brothers/sisters)?

 • How many …… do you have?

 › Responses

 • This is my ……

 • He’s …… (age)

 › Read basic sight words

 › Write personal information

 • My name is ……

 • I live in …… (suburb)

 • I have …… sisters and brothers.

 › Extend to other questions

 • Where do you come from? (country)

 › Extend to introductions

 • This is my mother/sister

 › Post-Beginner 
Ask learner to write more about their 
family. If necessary, provide a model by 
writing what the learner tells you and 
then ask them to copy the sentences.

 › Copy and cut up Ali’s story into 
sentences. Ask the learner to put the 
sentences in order.

 • Could cut into phrases – a more 
challenging activity.
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9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment

ACTIVITY 5 Days of the week 
Pre-Beginner and Beginner activities.

Part A Show the learner a very simple monthly calendar to set some context. Depending on the learner’s 
age and background, a written calendar may be a new concept.  ‘Today is ……’. Read through the days. If 
appropriate, encourage the learner to write the days in their own language. Underline or highlight ‘day’ in  
each word.

Ask the learner to say and copy the days. 

Part B Listening and reading activity. Say a day or a simple sentence that includes the day. Ask the learner to 
point to the word. Alternatively, use flashcards – the learner selects the card for the day you are saying.

Part C Word fill activity. The learner writes the appropriate day.

Answers: a) Unspecified  b) Unspecified  c) Unspecified  d) Saturday & Sunday

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards

 • days of the week

 › Simple calendar

 › Vocabulary/sight words

 • days of week, weekend, tomorrow, 
yesterday

 › Pre-beginner & Beginner 
oral responses to basic questions 

 • What day is it today?

 • What day will tomorrow be?

 › Read basic sight words

 › Write days of week

 › Place flashcards in correct sequence

 › Extend to 

 • What day is after ……?

 • What day is before ……?

 • the weekend

 • yesterday
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9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment

ACTIVITY 6 Months of the year
Pre-Beginner and Beginner activities.

Part A Show the learner a very simple yearly calendar to set some context. The numbered months are to 
introduce the future notion of the 12 months when writing a date. Practise listening and reading by asking the 
learner to point to the month you’re saying. Then reverse the role. Practise and extend by using flashcards or 
by cutting up an old calendar. Ask the learner to read and place them in order.

Part B Reading upper and lower case and writing (spelling and numbering) activities.

Part C Exercise to create awareness of abbreviations used on calendars. Also introduce abbreviations used 
for days of the week.

Part D Extension activity.  Use a simple monthly calendar to introduce the way we say a date e.g. 4th of May, 
22nd of September. Extend more advanced learners by practising Australian conventions for writing a date 
(25/12/2000). Use flashcards to practice saying a date. Include significant dates for the family (birthdays, date 
of arrival in Australia).

RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS LANGUAGE FOCI SUGGESTED FURTHER ACTIVITIES

 › Flashcards

 • days of the week

 • months of year

 • dates

 › Simple monthly calendar

 › Simple yearly calendar

 › Vocabulary/sight words

 • months of year, abbreviations, this 
week, next week, this month, next 
month, day, date of birth, date of 
arrival

 › Pre-beginner & Beginner 
oral responses to basic questions 

 • What month is it?

 • When is your birthday?

 • What’s your date of birth?

 › Read and write months of year

 › Place flashcards or cut up calendar in 
correct sequence

 › Use the calendar to locate learner’s 
birthday, birthday of family members, 
date of arrival etc.

 › Extend to 

 • expressing numbers 1-31 on 
calendar

 • Australian convention for writing 
date

 • date of arrival
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1. Emergency Services
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Emergency - what do the pictures and signs mean?

Draw a line to the correct word.

Activity 1

1. Emergency Services

Hospital

Chemicals

Fire and Emergency

Police 

Ambulance

Danger
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Anya phones Triple Zero (000)

A. Discuss or write the answers

Anya’s father fell down on the floor. He is very sick.
 
Anya phones 000.  A man says, “Emergency - Police, 
Fire or Ambulance?”
 
She asks for an ambulance. She gives him her address.
 
The man asks her to stay with her father until the 
ambulance comes.

a) What happened to Anya’s father?

  _____________________________________________________

b) What did Anya do?

  _____________________________________________________

c) What did she give the man?

  _____________________________________________________

Activity 2

1. Emergency Services 
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Activity 2 (continued)

B. Practise answering the questions for an Ambulance emergency

Operator: What’s the address of the emergency?

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Operator:  What’s the problem?

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Operator: How many people are injured?

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Operator: How old is the person?

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Operator: Male or female?

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Operator: Is the person conscious? Are they awake?

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Operator: Is the person breathing?

YOU:  ______________________________________________

1. Emergency Services
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In Australia, we phone Triple Zero (000) if there is a serious,  
life-threatening emergency.
There are other numbers to phone for non-threatening emergencies.
• Phone SES 132 500 for help with a damaged roof, rising flood water,  

trees fallen on buildings, or storm damage.
• Phone Policelink 131 444 to contact the Police, or go to your local Police Station
• Phone your doctor for non-urgent medical help.

Discuss with your tutor 
• What emergency services are in your country? 
• What emergency number do you ring? 

Activity 3

Who should you phone in these situations?  Tick the answer.

1. The house next door is on fire.  000

 SES (State Emergency Service)

2. You see a very bad car accident.  000

 the local Police station

3. After a storm, you have no electricity.  000

 the electricity company

4. Your child has a bad cold.  000

 your local doctor

5. Your car has been stolen.  000

 Policelink 131 444

6. Your husband is unconscious and  
 you can’t wake him up.

 000

 your local doctor

7. Your dog has been bitten by a snake.  000

 your local vet

1. Emergency Services
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Practise ringing the Policelink with your tutor:
• Someone has stolen your car
• Your neighbours have been screaming and yelling for over an hour. Now you can hear 

things breaking. You are worried about their young children.

Activity 4

Phoning the Police

At 6pm, Sam came home from work and found the front door open. He called out to see 
if anyone was there. He went in and looked around and found that his TV was missing.  
$50 had also been taken from a kitchen cupboard.  
Sam rings Policelink 131 444 because this is not an urgent, life-threatening situation.

Part A

Policelink: Policelink – how can I help you?

Sam: I want to report a burglary. I’ve just come  
 home and someone has broken into my house.

Policelink: Are you safe? Is anyone else there?

Sam: No I looked around. They’ve gone.

Policelink: Is anything missing?

Sam: Yes my TV and some money.

Policelink: What time did this happen?

Sam: I don’t know. I left for work at 8am and just got home at 6pm.

Policelink: We’ll send an officer to your house. Please don’t touch  
 anything. What’s your name and address? 

1. Emergency Services
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Use different colours to highlight the words and 
sentences that give you the following information:
• what happened?
• when did it happen?
• who was involved?
• where did it happen?

Activity 4 (continued)

Phoning the Police

Part B – A Police Officer asks Sam to write about the burglary

At 6pm on Monday 7 May, I arrived home at 4/20 First Avenue, Woodridge 

and found my front door wide open. The lock had been broken. I went in and 

found that my television was missing and $50 had been taken from a jar 

in the kitchen. Everything was emptied out of my bedroom cupboards but 

nothing else was missing. I reported the burglary to Policelink at 6:20pm.

Now write about a different incident (e.g. Someone broke your car window 
when it was parked in the street OR You lost your wallet )

Use these stages: 
 
What happened? ___________________________________________

Where did it happen?  _______________________________________

When did it happen?  ________________________________________

Who was involved?  _________________________________________

1. Emergency Services
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Activity 5

Queensland Poisons Information Centre 

Dangerous poisons need to be kept away from children. 
These include:
• medicines
• cleaning products 
• poisonous animals and plants
• swallowing a button battery 
If someone has been poisoned and has collapsed or is not breathing,  
ring 000 for an ambulance.
If the person is breathing and safe, poisoning advice is available  
on 13 11 26 anywhere in Australia 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

A. Discuss or write the answers

a) What poisons do you have in your home?

  _____________________________________________________

b) Why should you keep these away from children?

  _____________________________________________________

c) What can you do if your child has swallowed dishwashing liquid?

  _____________________________________________________

1. Emergency Services
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Activity 6

Beach safety
Read and discuss the meanings of the beach signs and flags with your tutor 

When you go to the beach, you should always swim between the red and yellow flags 
because it’s safe.

Fill in the missing words: 

a) The  __________   flag means the beach may be dangerous and  
 you need to be careful.

b) Two __________________ flags means that this is a safe place  
 to swim.

c) The  __________________ flag means that all swimmers must  
 leave the water.

d) The  __________   flag means that the beach is closed.

e) The  __________________ flag means no surfboards in that area.

f) What do you do if you hear a bell ringing while you’re in the water?

  _____________________________________________________

If you hear a siren or bell, this means that you must leave the water.

BEACH SAFETY FLAGS

BEACH SIGNS

There are also a number of signs that lifesavers 
and/or lifeguards may use to communicate with 
beachgoers and warn them of any potential  
hazards. These may include: dangerous surf, 
closed beaches, and marine stingers. 

Warning signs (diamond shape, yellow and black) are used to 
warn you about a hazard(s) at the beach.

WARNING NO  
LIFESAVING  

SERVICE

SWIMMING 
NOT ADVISED

UNEXPECTED 
LARGE WAVES

MARINE  
STINGERS

RED and YELLOW FLAGS:  
Always swim between the flags.

RED FLAG:  
No swimming.

YELLOW FLAG:  
Caution required. Potential hazards.

RED AND WHITE FLAG:  
Evacuate the water.

BLACK AND WHITE FLAG:  
Surfcraft riding area boundary.

Source: Surf Lifesaving Queensland

1. Emergency Services
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Activity 7

1. Emergency Services

Sun safety

The sun is very strong in Queensland and we need to protect everyone, especially 
children, from skin damage.
If you stay in the sun for too long, especially in the middle of the day, you can get 
sunburnt. This is very painful and too much over a long time can give you skin damage  
or even skin cancer.

Slip on a shirt Put a hat on. It should cover your face, head, neck and ears.

Slop on sunscreen Wear sunglasses when out in the sun for a long time.

Slap on a hat Put on a long-sleeved swim shirt. Babies and children should  
  also wear long swim pants.

Seek shade Put sunscreen on 20 minutes before you go outside.

Slide on sunglasses Sit in the shade as much as possible.

Read the following information

Draw a line to the correct word.

For best protection, we recommend a combination of sun protection measures:
1. Slip on some sun-protective clothing that covers as much skin as possible.
2. Slop on broad spectrum, water resistant SPF30 (or higher) sunscreen.  
 Put it on 20 minutes before you go outdoors and every two hours afterwards. 
3. Slap on a hat - broad brim or legionnaire style to protect your face, head,  
 neck and ears.
4. Seek shade.
5. Slide on some sunglasses - make sure they meet Australian Standards.

Protect your skin in the sun

Slip Slop Slap Seek Slide
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2. Transport
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Lin and Than go to Southbank

Activity 1

2. Transport

Lin and Than go to Southbank by public transport.  They like to swim in the beach pool.
They go to the railway station and swipe their go cards.  They get off the train at 
Southbank Station and swipe off. Then they walk to the pool.
After a swim, they walk over the bridge to the City and look at the shops. Then they 
catch a bus home.

A. Discuss or write the answers

a) How do Lin and Than go to Southbank?

  _____________________________________________________

b) What do they like to do?

  _____________________________________________________

c) What do they do after a swim?

  _____________________________________________________

d) How do they go home?

  _____________________________________________________
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2. Transport 

Activity 1 (continued)

I walk to school.

I drive to work.

I catch a bus to  
the supermarket. 

I get a taxi to  
the doctor.

I go to the city  
by train.

B. Draw a line between the picture and sentence

Discuss with your tutor 
How do you get around?
• Where do you walk to? 
• Do you ever catch a taxi?
• Do you have a go card? 
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Activity 2

Asking for help on public transport

Listen and read

Excuse me, does this train 
go to Beenleigh?   

Excuse me, can you 
please tell me where 
the bus stop is?

Excuse me, can 
you tell me which 
platform for a 
City train?  

Yes.

It’s around 
the corner.

Yes – platform 3.

2. Transport
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Activity 3

Phoning for a taxi

Part A – Sabra has an appointment  
at the hospital. She phones for a taxi.

Sabra

5 Long Street   
East Brisbane 

Mater Hospital

0412 345 678

Thank you.

Taxi service.  
Your name? 

Pickup address?

Where are you  
travelling to? 

What’s your  
contact number? 

Car is on its way.

2. Transport 
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Part B – Practise answering the questions to order a taxi.

Operator: Taxi service. Your name?

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Operator:  Pickup address?

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Operator: Where are you travelling to?

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Operator: What’s your contact number?

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Operator: Car is on its way.

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Activity 3 (continued)

2. Transport
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Understanding and giving directions

Part A – Directions

Activity 4

Write the directions from the box below the correct pictures

 go straight ahead turn right turn left at the roundabout 
 go past the bank turn left take the first street on the left
 go to the T-intersection cross over the bridge

1.  ____________________
 

2.  ____________________
 

3.  ____________________
 

4.  ____________________
 

5.  ____________________
 

6.  ____________________
 

7.  ____________________
 

8.  ____________________
 

2. Transport 
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Part B – Reading a map

Activity 4 (continued)

2. Transport
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Activity 4 (continued)

a) Here are some symbols that we see on maps.

Write the words from the box next to their symbols.

Discuss with your tutor 
Use the directions from Part A to give your tutor the following directions
a) How do you get to the school from the bus stop?
b) I live on Basil Street. How do I get to the café?
c) I’m on the corner of Barbara Road and Main Road.  
 How do I get to the supermarket? 

 traffic lights toilets bus stop church

 cafe supermarket school railway station

  ________________
 

  ________________
 

  ________________
 

  ________________
 

  ________________
 

  ________________
 

  ________________
 

  ________________
 

2. Transport 
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Activity 5

Reading Timetables

Part A – 111 Bus Timetable

a) What time is the next bus to Southbank?

  _____________________________________________________

b) What time will you arrive at Southbank if you catch the 1:45pm bus?

  _____________________________________________________

c) How long does the trip from Garden City to Southbank take?

  _____________________________________________________

You want to catch a 111 bus from Garden City Bus Interchange to Southbank Bus Station.
You arrive at the Garden City Bus Interchange at 1:20pm.

Answer the questions and write the answers.

STOP TIME

Garden City Bus Interchange 1:15pm 1:30pm 1:45pm 2:00pm

Southbank Busway Station 1:30pm 1:45pm 2:00pm 2:15pm

2. Transport
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a) Ali lives in Kuraby and has an appointment at Logan Hospital at 9am.  
 He needs to catch a train from Kuraby to Loganlea Station and arrive  
 before 8:45am. Which train should he catch?  _________________

b) It takes 10 minutes for Ali to walk to the railway station.   
 What time should he leave his home so that he is not late for the train?  
 He should leave home by  _______________ . 

c) What are the stops between Kuraby and Loganlea?

  _____________________________________________________

d) How long will the train trip take?  _________________

Activity 5 (continued)

Use the timetable above to answer the questions and write the answers.

Part B – Catching a train to Loganlea

City to Beenleigh
outbound

Monday to Friday

Comes from FYG FYG FYG FYG FYG FYG FYG FYG FYG FYG FYG
Station am am am am am am am am am am am am am am
Bowen Hills 3:58 4:28 4:58 5:28 5:43 5:58 6:13 6:28 6:43 6:58 7:13 7:28 7:43 7:58
Fortitude Valley 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 5:45 6:00 6:15 6:30 6:45 7:00 7:15 7:30 7:45 8:00
Central arrive 4:03 4:33 5:03 5:33 5:48 6:03 6:18 6:33 6:48 7:03 7:18 7:33 7:48 8:03
Central depart 4:04 4:34 5:04 5:34 5:49 6:04 6:19 6:34 6:49 7:04 7:19 7:34 7:49 8:04
Roma Street 4:07 4:37 5:07 5:37 5:52 6:07 6:22 6:37 6:52 7:07 7:22 7:37 7:52 8:07
South Brisbane 4:12 4:42 5:12 5:42 5:57 6:12 6:27 6:42 6:57 7:12 7:27 7:42 7:57 8:12
South Bank 4:14 4:44 5:14 5:44 5:59 6:14 6:29 6:44 6:59 7:14 7:29 7:44 7:59 8:14
Park Road 4:17 4:47 5:17 5:47 6:02 6:17 6:32 6:47 7:02 7:17 7:32 7:47 8:02 8:17
Dutton Park 4:19 4:49 5:19 5:49 6:04 6:19 6:34 6:49 7:04 7:19 7:34 7:49 8:04 8:19
Fair�eld 4:21 4:51 5:21 5:51 6:06 6:21 6:36 6:51 7:06 7:21 7:36 7:51 8:06 8:21
Yeronga 4:23 4:53 5:23 5:53 6:08 6:23 6:38 6:53 7:08 7:23 7:38 7:53 8:08 8:23
Yeerongpilly 4:25 4:55 5:25 5:55 6:10 6:25 6:40 6:55 7:10 7:25 7:40 7:55 8:10 8:25
Moorooka 4:27 4:57 5:27 5:57 6:12 6:27 6:42 6:57 7:12 7:27 7:42 7:57 8:12 8:27
Rocklea 4:29 4:59 5:29 5:59 6:14 6:29 6:44 6:59 7:14 7:29 7:44 7:59 8:14 8:29
Salisbury 4:31 5:01 5:31 6:01 6:16 6:31 6:46 7:01 7:16 7:31 7:46 8:01 8:16 8:31
Coopers Plains 4:34 5:04 5:34 6:04 6:19 6:34 6:49 7:04 7:19 7:34 7:49 8:04 8:19 8:34
Banoon 4:36 5:06 5:36 6:06 ---- 6:36 ---- 7:06 ---- 7:36 ---- 8:06 ---- 8:36
Sunnybank 4:38 5:08 5:38 6:08 6:38 7:08 7:38 8:08 8:38
Altandi 4:41 5:11 5:41 6:11 6:41 7:11 7:41 8:11 8:41
Runcorn 4:43 5:13 5:43 6:13 6:43 7:13 7:43 8:13 8:43
Fruitgrove 4:44 5:14 5:44 6:14 6:44 7:14 7:44 8:14 8:44
Kuraby 4:46 5:16 5:46 6:16 6:46 7:16 7:46 8:16 8:46
Trinder Park 4:51 5:21 5:51 6:21 6:51 7:21 7:51 8:21 8:51
Woodridge 4:53 5:23 5:53 6:23 6:53 7:23 7:53 8:23 8:53
Kingston 4:57 5:27 5:57 6:27 6:57 7:27 7:57 8:27 8:57
Loganlea 4:59 5:29 5:59 6:29 6:59 7:29 7:59 8:29 8:59
Bethania 5:03 5:33 6:03 6:33 7:03 7:33 8:03 8:33 9:03
Edens Landing 5:05 5:35 6:05 6:35 7:05 7:35 8:05 8:35 9:05
Holmview 5:08 5:38 6:08 6:38 7:08 7:38 8:08 8:38 9:08
Beenleigh 5:11 5:41 6:11 6:41 7:11 7:41 8:11 8:41 9:11

2. Transport 
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3. Employment
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Activity 1

3. Employment

Mary is at Centrelink.  
She wants to find a job. 
She also asks about childcare payments 
for her two children.
The officer asks her to fill in a form.

B. How can I help you? Why are you here today?

Discuss with your tutor 
How can Mary ask for help? What will she say?
• To find a job
• To get childcare support 

a) Where is Mary?

  _____________________________________________________

b) Why is she there?

  _____________________________________________________

c) How many children does she have?

  _____________________________________________________

d) What does the officer ask her to do?

  _____________________________________________________

A. Discuss or write the answers
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3. Employment

Where do you live? What’s your address?

Activity 2

Listen and answer the questions: 
What’s your name? How do you spell that?
What’s your address?
Where do you live? 
What suburb?
What street? Can you spell that?
What number?
What’s the postcode?
What’s your phone number? 

FAMILY NAME

FIRST NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

PHONE

Fill in the form
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1. What’s your first name?  _____________________

2. What’s your family name?  _____________________

3. Male or female?  _____________________

4. Are you married or single?  _____________________

5. What’s your country of birth?  _____________________

6. What’s your nationality?  _____________________

7. Do you have any children living with you?  _____________________

8. What’s your job?  ______________________

9. Do you have any training or a diploma?  _______________________

10. Who can we phone if you are sick?  _____________________

11. Can you sign here please?  _____________________

Activity 3

Personal details - words on forms and questions

Choose from these words:

A. Write the word next to the correct question.

 Country of Birth Marital Status Nationality Gender

 Emergency Contact Occupation Given Name Dependants

 Signature Qualifications Surname

Given Name

3. Employment
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Activity 3 (continued)

B. Fill in the form

GIVEN NAMES

SURNAME

COUNTRY OF BIRTH

NATIONALITY

GENDER Please tick   Male   Female

DEPENDANTS Please tick   None   1   2   3   4   More than 5

Name and Phone Number

MARITAL STATUS Please tick   Single   Married   Divorced/Separated   Widowed

TITLE Please tick   Mr   Mrs   Ms   Miss

QUALIFICATIONS

OCCUPATION

EMAIL

SIGNATURE

EMERGENCY 
CONTACT

3. Employment
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Activity 4

Banking words

A. Write the word in your language, then draw  
 a line between the word and its meaning

Your Language

 
___________________

 
teller

 
put money into your bank account

___________________ account a person who serves customers at a bank

___________________ deposit take money out of your bank account

___________________ withdraw/ withdrawal where the bank has your money

___________________ balance deposits and withdrawals of money

___________________ bank transactions how much money is in your bank account

___________________ statement Automatic Teller Machine

___________________ ATM Personal Identification Number – four to six 
numbers you use to withdraw money from an 
ATM or at the supermarket or Post Office

___________________ PIN a monthly record of your transactions

B. Banking facts

Discuss with your tutor 
• Do you get cash out when you shop at the supermarket? 
• Do you swipe, tap or insert when you use your debit or credit card?
• Do you have an internet banking account? 

C. Electronic banking

a) When you take money out of an ATM, it’s called a deposit True False

b) You should never give your PIN (Personal Identification Number) to anyone True False

c) You can withdraw money at a supermarket or Post Office True False

3. Employment
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Activity 5

Discuss with your tutor 
• Discuss what the highlighted words mean 
• Now tell your tutor what you do for a living, then write about yourself.
• If you are not working, what job would you like in the future?  

What will you need to do to get that job?

What’s your job?  What do you do for a living?

Read about these people:

I’m a painter and I’m self-employed. 
When I’m busy, I sometimes work  
six days a week.

I’m a full-time nurse. I work  
shift work. Sometimes I have to 
work at night and on the weekend.

I’m unemployed. I’m 
looking for a casual 
job in a restaurant.

I’m not working at the 
moment. I have two very 
young children.

I’m a student at TAFE.  
I’m doing a childcare course.

I’m a hairdresser. I work 
part-time, three days a week.

3. Employment
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Applying for a job

Read the job advertisements and choose one.

Choose one of these jobs and fill in the job application form.

Activity 6

Position 325000   Delivery Driver

Full-time delivery driver in City area. Car licence required.  
Overtime available – up to 7 hours per week.

Position 392000   Kitchen Hand

Casual kitchen hand in restaurant up to 10 hours per week. Must have 6 
months experience and be available at least 1 day at weekends.

Position 659000   Childcare Assistant

Childcare worker part-time 3 days per week. Must be experienced and 
qualified. Minimum qualifications Certificate III in Early Childhood 
Education and Care, Blue Card and Senior First Aid.

Position 689000   Sales Assistant

Full-time sales assistant needed for busy supermarket. Duties include 
working at checkout and loading stock. Must be willing to work a rotating 
roster between 6am to 10pm and work 5 out of 7 days a week.

3. Employment
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Template – Job application form
POSITION APPLIED FOR

PERSONAL DETAILS

Surname Given name

Preferred name

Address

Work phone

Home phone

Mobile phone

Email

CURRENT QUALIFICATIONS

Qualification title Institution/Training provider Year completed

Are you currently undertaking study/training? (tick one)      Yes       No      

Course/program name

Full-time       Part-time       Distance       Other   

PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT (MOST RECENT FIRST PLEASE)

Employer name/establishment Dates 

from/to

Position held Reason for leaving Office use check 

Initial/date

REFERENCES

Do you agree to have referees contacted in relation to this application? (tick one)      Yes       No

(Reference checks will be conducted legally in an ethical manner and all information derived will remain confidential.)  

Please provide details of three people who can speak on your behalf regarding your work history.

Name Contact number Position held/working relationship  

(for example, supervisor)

Office use check 

Initial/date

What type of work are you available for? (tick one)   Full-time       Part-time       Casual   

3. Employment
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Prepare for the interview by answering the following questions

Activity 7

Job Interview

A. You have an interview for one of the jobs in Activity 6  
 or choose another job.

3. Employment

1. Why would you like this job?

  _____________________________________________________
  _____________________________________________________
2. What skills have you got to do this job?

  _____________________________________________________
  _____________________________________________________
3. What experience have you had with this kind of work?

  _____________________________________________________
  _____________________________________________________
4. What training and qualifications do you have for this job?

  _____________________________________________________
  _____________________________________________________
5. What questions could you ask at the interview?

  _____________________________________________________
  _____________________________________________________

Discuss with your tutor 
• How did you get your last job? 
• Is it easy to find jobs in your country? How does this compare with Australia?
• How should you dress for a job interview in Australia?
• What can you ask at an interview and what should you NOT ask?

B. Practise answering the questions with your tutor
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4. Financial Wellbeing
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Activity 1

4. Financial Wellbeing

Mila is shopping. 
She buys milk, bread, tomatoes and apples.

Discuss or write the answers then discuss 

What do you buy at the supermarket? ___________________________

How do you pay? By cash or card?  ______________________________

When do you go shopping? ____________________________________

How often do you shop? ______________________________________

Where do you like to shop? ___________________________________

What is Mila doing? _________________________________________

What does she buy?  ________________________________________

Answer the questions
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Activity 2

Activity 3

Shopping at the Supermarket

Match the dollars and cents

1. Do you  ___________   shopping?

2. Where do you  __________ shopping?

3. Do you  ___________ fruit and vegetables?

4. Do you  ___________  by cash or card?

Fill in the missing words. Then ask someone the questions.

 like go pay buy

like

4. Financial Wellbeing

20 dollars

5 dollars

50 dollars

10 dollars

100 dollars

5 cents

20 cents

1 dollar

2 dollars

50 cents

10 cents
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1. I want to buy food for the week  ____________________

2. I want to buy some flowers  ____________________

3. I want to buy some meat  ____________________

4. I want to post a letter ____________________

5. I want to buy a magazine  ____________________

6. I want to deposit some money  ____________________

7. I want to buy some medicine  ____________________

8. I want to get my hair cut ____________________

9. I want to buy some fruit and vegetables ____________________

Activity 4

Which shop will you go to?

Choose from:

Read the sentence and write the shop name.

 bank fruit shop butcher supermarket

 newsagent Post Office hairdresser

  florist chemist

4. Financial Wellbeing
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Tell your tutor how to cook your favourite food from your country. 
• What will you need to buy to make it? Write a shopping list. 
• What shops will you need to go to?
• How much will it cost altogether?

Activity 5

Write cheaper or more expensive 

1. Cooking at home is   __________________   than eating out.

2. A car is  _______________________   than a motorbike.

3. Buying fruit and vegetables at the market is  ____________________ 
  than buying them at the supermarket.

Activity 6

Compare the prices.  Cheaper or more expensive?

1. 2. 3.

4. Financial Wellbeing
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Shopping in different countries

Activity 7

In Australia, many people go to the supermarket one or two times a week. They buy 
everything there, including fruit and vegetables and meat. They pay by card and 
sometimes by cash. You can even get cash out at the supermarket.
Shopping is different in some other countries. People like to eat fresh food, so they go to 
the market every day to buy meat, bread, fruit and vegetables. The food is cheaper and 
they pay by cash.

Read the story

Answer the questions

1. How often do many people go shopping in Australia?

  _____________________________________________________

 

2. How often do many people go shopping in other countries?

  _____________________________________________________

Discuss with your tutor 
• How do people shop in your country?
• How do you shop in Australia? Is it different?
• How often do you shop?
• Who do you go shopping with?
• Do you ‘shop around’ and go to different stores to compare prices?
• Where do you buy clothes?
• Do you shop online?
• Have you ever exchanged or returned anything in Australia?

4. Financial Wellbeing
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1. You bought this toaster two weeks ago.  (not working)

  __________________________________

2. You bought this milk yesterday.  (gone off)

  __________________________________

3. You bought these jeans last week.  (split seam)

  __________________________________

Activity 8

Consumer Rights

1. a receipt a) If a product doesn’t work or has a problem, the business  
   will fix or replace it or give you your money back.

2. use-by date b) A trick to get you to give your personal information such  
   as your bank account number and passwords.

3. an invoice/bill c) A list of things you are buying and have not paid for yet.

4. warranty d) Get your money back.

5. scam e) A list of what you have paid for and the cost.

6. refund f) A date marked on a food item, that tells you if it is still  
   fresh and safe to eat.

Part A – Draw a line between the word and its meaning.

Part C – What will you say when you take these back to the shop?

Part B – Circle True or False

a) You need a receipt if something goes wrong and you want a refund. True False

b) If you buy a toaster and it stops working after two weeks,  True False 
 you can’t take it back to the shop.

4. Financial Wellbeing
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5. Housing
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What kind of bill is this?

Activity 1

5. Housing

Write the words next to the pictures

 electricity gas telephone water

1.  ___________________

2.  ___________________

3.  ___________________

4.  ___________________
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Find the words on the bills

Draw a line between the word and its meaning.

Activity 2

Reading electricity, gas, water and telephone bills.

5. Housing

Part A – Find your latest electricity, gas, water and telephone bills.

 payment pay due by due date

1. Due Date or Due By a) How much you must pay.

2. Total Amount Due or b) You must pay on or before this day.  
 Amount Due 

3. Account Number c) How you can pay the bill.

4. How to pay d) A number that only you have as a customer.

Part B – What do these words mean?
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Activity 2 (continued)

Part C – How to pay a bill

What do the words mean?

1. Pay by credit card. You can phone or pay on a website? ____

2. Pay the bill at the Post Office  ____

3. Pay with a BPAY code on the phone or from your online bank account ____

4. Post a cheque  ____

5. Automatic payment from your bank account  ____

Look at the box above. Write A, B, C, D or E next to the correct meaning.

A C E

B
D

Discuss with your tutor 
How do you pay your power and telephone bills?

5. Housing
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Ahmed lives in Brisbane with his wife and 
three children. They live in a house with 
three bedrooms. They walk a long way to 
the shops and to school.

They are looking for a new house to rent. 
They want a house close to the school and 
public transport.

Discuss or write the answers

a) Where does Ahmed live?

  _____________________________________________________

b) Who does he live with?

  _____________________________________________________

c) How many bedrooms does his house have?

  _____________________________________________________

d) Is he happy in his house? Why?

  _____________________________________________________

e) Where does the family want to live?

  _____________________________________________________

Activity 3

5. Housing
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Activity 4

house unit/flat apartment/ 
high rise

townhouse

My home

What suburb do you live in? ____________________________________

What kind of home do you live in? ________________________________

How many bedrooms does it have? _______________________________

How many bathrooms? ________________________________________

Does it have a garage? Yes No

Does it have a yard? Yes No

Is it near public transport and shops? Yes No

Is it near schools? Yes No

Is it close to a park? Yes No

Do you like living in your home? Why or why not? ____________________

_________________________________________________________ 

Now talk about your home with your tutor. 
Use your answers to talk about it or write some sentences to describe your home.

5. Housing
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bedroom bathroom laundry kitchen living  
room

dining  
room

I eat food in the  ___________________

I cook in the  ___________________

I have a shower in the  ___________________

I watch TV in the  __________________

I sleep in the  __________________

I wash clothes in the  ___________________

Activity 5

Which room?

Choose from these words:

A. Read the sentence and write the room.

B. Read the word and write the room where you will find it in your home.
ROOM

 
toaster

 
___________________

table and chairs ___________________
microwave ___________________
wardrobe ___________________
vacuum cleaner ___________________
refrigerator ___________________

mattress ___________________
mop ___________________
smoke alarm ___________________

ROOM

 
washing machine

 
___________________

desk ___________________
sofa ___________________
blankets ___________________
saucepan ___________________
television ___________________

mirror ___________________
stove ___________________
towel ___________________

5. Housing
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Activity 6

My home

A. Read the advertisement and fill in the information.

5/36 Rose Street, 
Woodridge, Qld 4114 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit
$265 per week
Open for inspection Saturday 10-11am

3 1 1

Suburb _______________________________

House or unit ___________________________

Bedrooms _____________________________

Bathrooms ____________________________

Rent _________________________________

Parking Yes No

How to see ____________________________  

30 North Street, 
Darra, Qld 4076 
 
 
 
 
 
 
House
$300 per week
Open for inspection Friday 4-5pm

2 1 1

Suburb _______________________________

House or unit ___________________________

Bedrooms _____________________________

Bathrooms ____________________________

Rent _________________________________

Parking Yes No

How to see ____________________________  

2/56 Smith Street, 
Chermside, Qld 4032 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit
$350 per week
Open for inspection Tuesday 12-1pm

2 2 1

Suburb _______________________________

House or unit ___________________________

Bedrooms _____________________________

Bathrooms ____________________________

Rent _________________________________

Parking Yes No

How to see ____________________________  

5. Housing
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B. You are interested in the unit at Chermside.

Activity 6 (continued)

Conversation 1

YOU

Hello. I’m ringing about 
the unit in Smith Street, 

Chermside.

YOU

No it’s okay thanks.

YOU

Bye

Mary

Hello. Chermside Real 
Estate. Mary speaking. 

Mary

Thank you for ringing. 
Goodbye.

Mary

I’m sorry, that’s 
already been taken. 
Can I help you with 

something else? 

Mary answers phone

Step in call  
– what’s happening?

You answer her question

You say goodbye

Mary gives you information 
and offers to help

Mary says goodbye

You say hello and why  
you’re phoning

5. Housing
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C. Complete the conversation below. Use the sentences in the box.

Activity 6 (continued)

Conversation 2

Is it still available?

Hello. I’m ringing about the unit in Smith Street, Chermside.

That’s good. I’ll come to look at it.

Sue: Good morning, Northside Real Estate. Sue speaking.

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Sue:  Smith Street… yes.

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Sue: Yes it is. It is open for inspection this afternoon  
 between two and three o’clock.

YOU:  ______________________________________________

Sue: That’s fine.

YOU:  Goodbye.

Sue: Bye.

Now practise with your tutor.

5. Housing
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A. Draw a line between the word and its meaning.

B. Read and then answer the questions.

1. tenant a) The person who owns a house or unit for rent.

2. lessor or landlord b) A legal agreement that has the address of  
   the property, how much rent to be paid and  
   when, and the terms of the agreement.  

3. rental bond c) The person who is renting a house or unit.

4. Tenancy Agreement d) A person or company who is paid to look  
   after a rental property for the owner.

5. agent e) A security deposit (money) that must be paid  
   before moving into a rented property.

Activity 7

Rental words

Discuss and practise with your tutor 
• How do you pay your rent? 
• How often do you pay?
• What will you say if something goes wrong with your home? 

If you are renting and something needs repair, you need to contact the agent.   
Your landlord must repair things that are not working as soon as possible.

The landlord does not need to repair things that belong to you.

Look at the problem and   TICK if the landlord or you must repair it.

Landlord Fixes You Fix

1. There is no hot water.
2. The lock on the front door is broken.
3. Your washing machine isn’t working.
4. The toilet won’t flush.
5. A window is broken.
6. The roof leaks.

5. Housing
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6. Health and Wellbeing
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Activity 1

6. Health and Wellbeing

Parts of the body

Look up these words in your language then write 
and say the name of the body part in English

 face ear eye nose mouth 

 chin cheek forehead neck
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Activity 1 (continued)

6. Health and Wellbeing

Parts of the body

Look up these words in your language then write 
and say the name of the body part in English

 head back shoulder chest stomach arm elbow

 hand wrist fingers leg knee foot ankle toes
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Activity 1 (continued)

Parts of the body

Look up these words in your language then write 
and say the name of the body part in English

 throat lungs heart stomach liver kidneys bladder

6. Health and Wellbeing
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Activity 2

Staying healthy

Amir & Sara like to keep their family healthy.

Discuss with your tutor 
• How do Amir and Sara keep their family healthy?
• What do YOU do to stay healthy? 

They stay a healthy body weight.

They eat healthy foods and lots of fruit and vegetables.

They get regular exercise and keep active.

They are immunised.

They don’t drink too much alcohol.

They don’t smoke.

6. Health and Wellbeing
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1.  _________________  a healthy body weight.

2.  _________________  often.

3.  _________________  too much alcohol.

4.  _________________  smoke.

5.  _________________  healthy food.

6.  _________________  immunised.

Look at the box and write the best word.

 Stay Eat Don’t drink Get Exercise Don’t

Stay

Activity 2 (continued)

Part B – Finish the sentences

6. Health and Wellbeing
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Activity 3

Arriving at the doctor’s

Laila feels sick. She is going to see her doctor.

Receptionist: Hello, can I help you?

Laila: I have an appointment at 2pm.

Receptionist: What’s your surname?

Laila: Hussaini

Receptionist: And your first name?

Laila: Laila

Receptionist: Have you got your Medicare card?

Laila: Yes, here it is.

Receptionist: Do you have a Health Care card?

Laila: Yes

Receptionist: Do you still live at Smith Street?

Laila: Yes, I do.

Receptionist: Thank you, please take a seat. Doctor won’t be long.  

Read the dialogue

Now practise with your tutor 

6. Health and Wellbeing
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Activity 4

Listening to the doctor

Read and discuss the doctor’s instructions

breathe in breathe out cough lie down

look down look up poke out your 
tongue

roll up your  
sleeve

take off your 
shirt

sit downlift up your shirt

6. Health and Wellbeing
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Activity 5

Talking about symptoms

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________

Part A – Write the symptom below its picture

 cough sore throat headache sore knee sore back 

 stomachache earache temperature broken arm

 cut dizzy vomiting swollen ankle toothache 

6. Health and Wellbeing
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Write the meaning in your language and practice with your tutor 

Activity 5 (continued)

Part B – What’s the matter?

I feel  ______________________

I’ve got  ____________________

 
I’ve been  ___________________

I’ve had diarrhoea.

There’s something wrong with my  ____________________ .

I can’t breathe sometimes.

It hurts when I bend over.

What’s the matter?

nauseous.
tired. 
dizzy. 
hot.

tense.
anxious.

vomiting. 
getting a lot of 

headaches.

a temperature. 
a runny nose. 
a sore throat. 
an earache.

a pain in my chest. 
a rash. 

an itchy eye.

a headache. 
a toothache. 

a stomachache. 
a backache. 

a swollen ankle. 
blocked ears. 

6. Health and Wellbeing
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Reception: Good morning. Inala Medical Centre.
Patient: Hello, I’d like to make an appointment to see a doctor please.
Reception: When would you like to come?
Patient: Tomorrow.
Reception: OK. There’s an appointment free at 10am. Can you come then?
Patient: Tomorrow at 10am. Yes, that’s fine.
Reception: OK. Can you tell me your name please?
Patient: Mary Smith.
Reception: Can you spell your surname please?
Patient: Yes. Smith, S-M-I-T-H.
Reception: And your phone number?
Patient: 0412 345 678.
Reception: Have you been here before?
Patient: Yes I have.
Reception: OK Mary. We’ll see you tomorrow at 10am.
Patient: Thank you. Goodbye.
Reception: Goodbye.

Activity 6

Making an appointment by phone

Part A – Read the dialogue

Part B – What would you say?

Now practise phoning with your tutor 

Tomorrow morning is not a good time for you because you are working until 1pm.  
What would you say?

________________________________________________________

The receptionist says Dr Peter Jones is available but you want to see a female doctor  
What would you say?

________________________________________________________

6. Health and Wellbeing
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Activity 7

Medicines from the chemist

Part A

Read the words and discuss. Do you have these in your home?

eye drops capsules tablets

inhaler cream syrup

soluble tablets spray ointment

6. Health and Wellbeing
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Activity 7 (continued)

Part B – Medicine labels

a) How many tablets should you take each time?

  _____________________________________
 
b) How many times a day should you take the tablets?

  _____________________________________
 
c) When should you take the tablets?

  _____________________________________
 
d) How long should you take the tablets for?

  _____________________________________ 
 
 

 
e) How many capsules should you take each time?

  _____________________________________
 
f) How many times a day should you take the capsules?

  _____________________________________
 
g) When should you take the tablets?

  _____________________________________
 
 
 
 
h) How much should you take?

  _____________________________________
 
i) How many times a day should you take it?

  _____________________________________ 

j) When should you take it?

  _____________________________________

Take 1 tablet morning 
and night until finished

Take 10mls 
before bedtime.

Take one capsule 
swallowed whole in the 
evening with food.

6. Health and Wellbeing
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Activity 7 (continued)

Part C

Read and draw a line to the meaning.

a) Keep this medicine in the  
 fridge but not the freezer.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

b) Don’t go out in the sun often  
 while taking this medicine.

c) This medicine may make you  
 sleepy. Alcohol could make  
 this worse.  If you are sleepy,  
 it may be dangerous to drive  
 or use machines.

d) Take the tablet whole.

e) Take this food 30 minutes before  
 eating or two hours after eating.  
 Don’t take it with food. You need  
 to have an empty stomach.

f) Don’t drink any alcohol while  
 you’re taking this medicine.

6. Health and Wellbeing
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Activity 8
Part A

Medicines help to prevent, treat or cure disease. Some are available  
over-the-counter and others need a doctor’s prescription. 
Over-the-counter medicines are used mostly for mild health problems.  
These include:

 
Some over-the-counter medicines are available in supermarkets, while others 
are only available in pharmacies.
Prescription medicine is a medicine that a patient can only get with a 
prescription from a doctor. Examples of prescription medicines include blood 
pressure tables and strong painkillers.
Before you use any medicine, you should read the medicine label carefully, and 
follow all instructions. If you are unsure or have other health conditions or 
medications, then you should also consult a health professional.
You should NEVER take a medicine that has been prescribed for someone else. 
Always see your doctor.

Medication safety

• headaches
• aches and pains
• sore throat
• nose congestion

• fever
• fungal infection
• upset stomach

Source: Department of Health

6. Health and Wellbeing
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Activity 8 (continued)

b) Answer the questions

  What over-the-counter medicines do you have in your home?

  ______________________________________________________________

 
 What do you take them for?

  ______________________________________________________________

 
 Who were they prescribed for?

  ______________________________________________________________

Discuss with your tutor

a) Draw a line to the correct meaning

1. prevent, treat or cure disease a) talk to a doctor, nurse or chemist

2. over-the-counter medicine  b) help with or stop sickness

3. prescription only c) can buy at a supermarket or without  
   a prescription

4. consult a health professional d) must buy at a pharmacy with a prescription

6. Health and Wellbeing
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a) What is this medicine for?

  ______________________________________________________________

 
b)  I have a bad cough. Will this medicine help me? Yes No 

 
c) Who can take this medicine?

  ______________________________________________________________

 
d) Who should NOT take this medicine?

  ______________________________________________________________
 
e) What is the dose for a 15 year old child?

  ______________________________________________________________

 
f) Explain the meaning of ‘maximum 8 tablets in 24 hours’.

  ______________________________________________________________

Part B – Read this over-the-counter medicine box 

Activity 8

Paracetamol
For temporary relief of pain associated with 
headaches, arthritic pain and helps reduce fevers.
Dose
Take with water every 4-6 hours if necessary.  
Keep to the recommended dose.
• Adults and Children over 12 years: 

1-2 tablets  (maximum 8 tablets in 24 hours) 
• Children 7-12 years:  

½ - 1 tablet (maximum 4 tablets in 24 hours)
Not recommended for children under 7 years of age.

Answer the questions:

6. Health and Wellbeing
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7. Everyday Legal
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7. Everyday Legal

Activity 1

Police in Australia

Discuss the police in your country with your tutor 

Part A

My Country   Australia 

1. The police help people.  YES NO  YES NO

2. People pay the police to  
 leave them alone.  YES NO  YES NO

3. People are scared of the police.  YES NO  YES NO

4. If a police officer asks for  
 your name and address you  
 must tell them.

  
 YES NO

  
 YES NO

5. People call the police if there  
 is a robbery.  YES NO  YES NO

6. Women can be police officers.  YES NO  YES NO

7. The police are friendly.  YES NO  YES NO

Part B – The police in my country and in Australia

Read the statements and circle YES or NO
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7. Everyday Legal

Police in Australia

Talk about each picture and the sentences with your tutor 

Activity 2

If there is a pedestrian crossing, you MUST 
use it to cross the road.
If you are driving, you MUST stop to let 
people cross the road. 

You MUST use the school crossing and follow 
the instructions. 

Push the button and wait for the green  
walk sign.  

Red 
Don’t walk – you MUST wait.
Green 
Walk – it’s safe to cross the road. 
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Activity 3

Basic driving rules

Part A – Read and discuss with your tutor

Read the words and discuss. Do you have these in your home?

Children 7 years and 
younger must sit in a  

car seat.

Everyone must  
wear a seat belt.

You must not use a  
phone while driving.

You must obey the  
speed limit.

You must have a  
driver’s licence.

You must not drink  
alcohol and drive.

7. Everyday Legal
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Part B

Activity 3 (continued)

• Do you need a licence to drive in your country?

• At what age can you start driving in your country? What about in Australia? 

• Do most people drive in your country? 

• Do you need to wear a seat belt in your country?

• Do children need to sit in a special car seat in your country?

• Can you talk on the phone while driving in your country?

• Do you think Australian drivers are safer than drivers in your country? 

• Is petrol more expensive in Australia or in your country? 

• What vehicles do people use most in your country, e.g. motorbikes, buses, cars? 

•  What are the speed limits in your country? Are they very different from Australia? 

• Are there drink driving laws in your country? 

7. Everyday Legal
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Activity 4

Rules and fines

Part A – Road signs

Read and then draw a line between the sign and its meaning

As a road user, you must obey all instructions on signs or 
risk getting a fine and points deducted from your licence.

a) Give way to buses sign
You must give way to buses in front of you 
that indicate they are going to drive out.
You will see this sign on the back of the bus.

b)  School zone sign
You must drive at 40km or less at these times:
 7–9am and 2–4pm.

c)  U-turn permitted sign
You can only make a U-turn at traffic lights 
when there is a U-turn permitted sign.

1.

2.

7. Everyday Legal
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d)  Parking signs
You can stop or park here for 10 minutes only 
between 9am and 4pm Monday to Friday.
At other times, you can park for as long as 
you like.

e)  No stopping on school days sign
You must not stop or park at these times on 
school days:
 7–9am and 2–4pm.

f) Bus zone sign
Only buses can stop here.

g) No parking sign
You are not allowed to park in this area at 
any time. 

Activity 4 (continued)

Part B – Parking rules

Parking signs show you where and when you can park or stop.  
If you do not follow the rules and the signs, you may get a fine.

4.

5.

6.

7.

7. Everyday Legal
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Activity 5

Learning to drive

Read the information about learning to drive in Australia

In Australia you must have a driver’s licence to drive a car. 
If you drive with no licence, the police will take you to court.
If you are 16 years or older, you can do a test to get a learner licence. 
After that you can start driving but only with a supervisor. 

Make sure you:
• only drive with a supervisor who holds an open licence (not P1 or P2)
• always display your L plates
• carry your learner licence with you
• record 100 hours of supervised driving in your learner logbook,  

including 10 hours of night driving
• know the rules for driving.
You must hold your learner licence for at least 1 year—this gives you plenty of time to 
practice your driving skills in the dry, in the wet, during peak hour, at dusk and at night.
If you have a learner licence and drive alone or without a supervisor, the police will  
give you a fine.

1. A learner driver must drive with someone who has an open  __________________ .

2. A learner driver can’t drive  __________________ .

3. A learner driver needs to show 100 hours of driving practice 

 in their learner  __________________ .

4. If you are a learner driver, you must use  __________________ .

Answer the questions. Use the words below.

 alone licence logbook L plates

7. Everyday Legal
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Circle TRUE OR FALSE

Activity 6

Car accidents

Read the information about learning to drive in Australia

If you have a traffic accident you must stop and give your name and address to the other 
person involved. If there is no one in the car, you can leave your details for the owner on 
a note. 
You’ll need to write down:
• the make, model, colour and registration details of the vehicles involved
• the full names and addresses of the owners and drivers of each vehicle involved
If the other driver doesn’t stop, write down their registration number and call Policelink 
on 131 444. Accidents must be reported to the police if anyone is injured.
Always buy third party insurance. If you hit another car, you must pay for the damage  
to that car. 

Discuss with your tutor 
• Are car registration and third party insurance the same?
• What you should do if someone hits your car when it’s parked.
• What you should do if you get a parking fine or speeding ticket.

1. You must always stop if you have an accident. True False

2. You must give your contact details (name, phone number,  True False 
 number plate and insurance details) to the other driver. 

3.. You can drive away if it looks like there is no damage. True False

4. If you hit another car, third party insurance pays  True False 
 for that car to be fixed.

5. If you hit a parked car you must leave your contact  True False 
 details on a piece of paper.

7. Everyday Legal
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Activity 7

Your rights and safety

Everyone has the right to safety and a life without fear. 
In Australia, there are laws to protect basic human rights and we each have an 
obligation to follow these laws.
These laws protect:

Personal rights and safety  

Includes:  your privacy, health and 
medical rights, personal injury and 
loss, discrimination and harassment. 

Relationships and children  

Includes:  family disputes, domestic 
and family violence, child support and 
maintenance, child protection. 

Cars and driving  

Includes:  Drink and drug driving, 
traffic offences, car accidents, buying 
a car, young driver laws. 

Criminal justice  

Includes:  talking to the police, being 
arrested, drugs and breaking the law, 
shoplifting, graffiti, stalking, perjury, 
criminal trespass, criminal cases, 
prison, being a witness. 

Work and money  

Includes:  consumer rights, money 
and debt, employment rights, 
Centrelink, insurance, taxation and 
superannuation. 

Neighbourhood and property  

Includes:  Housing and real 
estate, your property (goods), the 
neighbourhood – land use, animals. 

7. Everyday Legal
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8. Community Participation
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8. Community Participation

Activity 1

Ari and Sara and their two children arrived in Australia ten months ago.
Their friends helped them to settle.
Now Ari has a job and the children go to school. 
They have a house and free health care. Australian people are friendly.
They feel very happy and safe in Australia.

Discuss or write the answers

1. When did Ari and Sara come to Australia?

  _____________________________________________________

2. Are they happy living in Australia? Why?

  _____________________________________________________

Part A
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8. Community Participation

 Centrelink Multicultural Australia or Access Family 

 Friends Church Mosque TIS School 

  Community Centre Doctor Hospital VoRTCS

Activity 1 (continued)

Part B – Who helps you?

Circle the groups that help you.

  _____________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________

Discuss with your tutor or write sentences on how they help you

TIS helps with interpreting when I don’t understand English.
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Activity 2

Asking for help

Sara goes to Centrelink because she wants to get a job. 
She will also need childcare assistance for her daughter.
The officer asks her questions but she doesn’t 
understand. She asks for an interpreter.

Can you help me please?

I want
help with childcare.
information about child support.
help with this.

I want to
find a job.
learn more English.

Can I
have an interpreter?
see someone about this?
talk to someone about this?

Read the questions in the box below

How can you ask for help at Centrelink?

Now practise asking questions with your tutor 

1. Ask about finding a job
 Centrelink Officer How can I help you today?

 YOU ___________________________________________________________
 2. Ask about the childcare subsidy
 Centrelink Officer How can I help you today?

 YOU ___________________________________________________________
 3. Ask about help to do more study
 Centrelink Officer How can I help you today?

 YOU ___________________________________________________________

8. Community Participation
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Activity 3

At the council library

Ari goes to the City Council library every week. 
He likes it because everything is free.
He uses the internet on the computers. He also 
borrows books in English and in his own language.

Part A

Discuss or write the answers

1. What does Ari do at the library?

  _____________________________________________________

2. Does he pay to use the internet on the library computer?

  _____________________________________________________

3. Where is your local library? Are you a member?

  _____________________________________________________

8. Community Participation
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Activity 3 (continued)

Part B – Computer class at the library

Free Computer Classes
 
Would you like to improve your computer skills?
We have a range of classes to suit your skills and needs.
Classes are free for library members. You don’t need to own a computer.
Booking is essential!  Phone 123 000 or see us at the front desk.

 
Beginner Classes 
Monday and Wednesday  9:00am – 12:00pm

Advanced Classes 
Monday and Wednesday  1:00pm – 4:00pm

Evening Class 
Tuesday  6:00pm – 8:00pm

Read the information

1. When are there classes during the day? _________________________________

2. Are there night classes? Yes No

3. If you can already use a computer, which class would you attend? ______________

4. Who can attend computer classes at no cost? _____________________________

5. Do you need to bring a laptop to class? Yes No

6. Draw a line to the correct meaning

1. We have a range of classes to suit a) You must put your name on a list 
 your skills and needs.  before going to a class.

2. See us at the front desk.  b) Classes are at different times 
   and different levels. 

3. Booking is essential. c) Talk to a librarian.

8. Community Participation
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Activity 4

Community information

Discuss with your tutor 
• Sport or dance classes for children
• Multicultural activities
• English classes
• Getting documents translated
• Finding a JP (Justice of the Peace) to witness a document

Use a phone book or the internet to look up the information.

8. Community Participation
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9. Education –  English Communication /  
 Access and Attainment
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9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment

Activity 1

Education in Australia

Flash cards: Educational institutions

What was school like in your country?  
• How many times in a week did you go to school?
• What time did classes start?   What time did classes finish?
• Who went to your school?  Girls? Boys? Girls and boys together?
• How did you get to school? 
• Did you wear a uniform to school?
• Did you have homework?
• What subjects did you do? What was your favourite subject?
• What age do children start school?
• What age do they complete school?
• How many grades/levels are there in primary school? 
• How many levels are there in secondary school?

kindergarten

high school

primary school

TAFE or university
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9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment

ruler

exercise book

pencil sharpener

folder

pencil

pen

Activity 2

Classroom items

Flash cards: Things for school
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Activity 2 (continued)

rubber

paper

scissors

school bag

9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment
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Activity 3

What’s your name?

Where do you live?

Say then write or copy.

Say then write or copy.

My name is  ________________________________________

I’m  _________years old.

My address is

Unit number House number

Name of street Street/Road

Suburb Postcode

9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment
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Activity 4

Family

Part A

Part B – Say and copy these words

Part C – Read the story

This is a family.   They are eating.   They are happy.

My name is Ali.  
My family lives in Inala. 
I have two sisters and one brother.

mother ___________________

father ___________________

boy ___________________

daughter ___________________

grandfather ___________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

brother ___________________

sister ___________________

girl ___________________

son ___________________

grandmother ___________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

My name is  _______________________________________ .

My family lives in ___________________________________ .

I have ________ sisters and ________ .

Write about  your family

9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment
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Activity 5

Days of the week

Part A – Read and copy the days of the week

Part C – Use the words below to fill in the gaps

Part B – Listen to your tutor and point to the day

Monday ________________________

Tuesday ________________________

Wednesday ________________________

Thursday ________________________

Friday ________________________

Saturday ________________________

Sunday ________________________

a) Today is  _____________  .

b) My tutor comes to my house on  _____________ .

c) Tomorrow is  _____________ .

d) I have no school on  _____________  and ____________  .

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment
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Activity 6

Months of the year

M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su
1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 0392827262130392

M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su
1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 143

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 0392827262039282 31 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
31 30 31

M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 13039282720392

lirpAhcraMyraurbeFyraunaJ

September October November December

tsuguAyluJenuJyaM

1. January 4. April 7. July 10. October

2. February 5. May 8. August 11. November

3. March 6. June 9. September 12. December

Part A – Listen and point to the month
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Activity 6 (continued)

Part B – Say and copy the months

Match and circle

Write

January JULY JUNE JANUARY

April APRIL AUGUST MARCH

October DECEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER

July JUNE JANUARY JULY

February OCTOBER FEBRUARY AUGUST

May MAY MARCH SEPTEMBER

______ _____________________

______ _____________________

______ _____________________

______ _____________________

______ _____________________

______ _____________________

______ _____________________

______ _____________________

______ _____________________

______ _____________________

______ _____________________

______ _____________________

1 January 7

August

March 9

4 April October

6 12
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Activity 6 (continued)

Part C – Write the month beside the abbreviation

Feb 

Nov  

Sept  

Aug  

Jul  

Apr  

Jun 

May  

Dec  

Oct  

Jan  

Mar  

J u n e

Discuss with your tutor 
• When is your birthday?
• When is it summer in Australia?
• When is it winter?
• What’s the date today?
• What day of the week is 6 June?
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Activity 7

Part A – Discuss the times

Read the times on the clock

What’s the time?

five past5

ten past10

twenty past20

ten to

twenty to

50

40

twenty five past25
30

o’clock

half past

55five to

45quarter to 15 quarter past

35twenty five to
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Activity 7 (continued)

Part B – Match the clocks with the times

ten to seven

five past two

twenty past nine

three o’clock

half past ten

twenty to five
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Part C – Match the words to the numbers

three o’clock

five to twelve

five past nine

twenty to four

quarter to seven

quarter past ten

ten to six

half past one

twenty past four

6:45

4:20

3:00

9:05

1:30

5:50

10:15

11:55

6:25

3:40twenty five past six

Activity 7 (continued)
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Activity 8

Daily routines

Part A – When do you do these things? Write the time.

I get up at  ___________________ .

I have a shower at  _____________ .

I go to school _________________ .

I have breakfast at _____________ .

I go to bed at _________________ .

I eat lunch at _________________ .

I have dinner at  _______________ .
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Activity 8 (continued)

On the weekend

2.1.

4.3.

6.5.

Part B – Look at the pictures and talk about what Ari did on the weekend.
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Last weekend was very busy. 

On Saturday morning I went shopping with my mother.  

I had a haircut first and then we went to the supermarket.

On Saturday afternoon, it was raining, so I read a book.  

After dinner, I watched a movie.

On Sunday my family had a picnic in the park with our friends.  

I played soccer all afternoon.

It was a great weekend and I had lots of fun.

Activity 8 (continued)

Ari’s weekend

Part C – Read what Ari wrote about his weekend.

Last weekend was very busy.  

On Saturday morning I went shopping with my mother. I had a haircut first 

and then we went to the supermarket. 

On Saturday afternoon, it was raining, so I read a book. After dinner,  

I watched a movie. 

On Sunday my family had a picnic in the park with our friends. I played 

soccer all afternoon. 

It was a great weekend and I had lots of fun.

Introduction

What happened on Saturday?

What happened on Sunday?

Look at the stages (steps) in the story

First

First

Then

Then

Finally

Next

Next
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Activity 8 (continued)

Write about what you did last weekend. Use these stages

Introduction 
 
________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

What happened? 
 
________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Then 
 
________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Next 
 
________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Finally 
 
________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
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Activity 9

Communicating with the school

1. Where are they going?  __________________________________  .

2. When will they leave the school?  __________________________  .

3. When will they return?  _________________________________  .

4. What must they bring?  ________________________________   .

5. What is the cost of the excursion?  ________________________   .

Answer the questions

Part A – Excursion Notice

River Crossing Primary School

Dear parents,

On Thursday, July 15, the students in year 4 will be going on excursion to the Museum.

The class will travel by bus and will leave the school at 10:30 am and return at 2:00 pm.

Students must bring lunch and a hat. The cost of the excursion is $5.00.

Please fill out the form below and return it with the money by June 25.

 
J Thomas 
Principal 

I give permission for my child  _____________________________________  
 
To attend the excursion to the Museum on Thursday, July 15.

Signed  _________________________

Sara Smith

Jan Smith
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Part B – Absence from school

Activity 9 (continued)

NEW EMAIL MESSAGE

To:  absence@loganshs.edu.au

Subject:  Sara Smith 8C

My daughter Sara Smith in 8C is sick and will be away for the rest of this week. 
The doctor has given us a medical certificate.
Please tell her teacher Mrs Black.
Thank you.
Jan Smith

Read the email

If a student is sick or can’t go to school, you must let the teacher know. 
Most schools have one or more of the following:
• an absence telephone number that you phone and leave a message
• an SMS number to send a text message
• a special absence email address for sending a message

Recorded Message: You’ve called the Logan High School absence line.  
 After the beep, please leave your child’s name  
 and class.

YOU: Sara Smith 8C is sick today.

9. Education – English Communication / Access and Attainment
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This resource has been developed for all our 
volunteer tutors to make your tutoring easier. It can 
be used to support the delivery of sessions and is 

organised by the program’s key focus areas relating 
to settlement in Australia. The Student Workbook and 

Tutor Notes are intended to complement your 
existing resources and strategies learned 

and available through the VoRTCS Program.
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